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au ESTAR ...

versatile, easily portable, photo-visual, diffraction-limited ...

used at all levels of education from secondary schools to universities.
Questar's use as a teaching tool in schools and colleges
has become one of its most important functions. Not
only does its superb resolution and range of sizes provide all the telescope a science or astronomy class
needs, but it is a real favorite with both students and
faculty, who no longer have to cope with great cumbersome, trembling instruments. Imagine a rock-steady,
fully-mounted, portable observatory that you can put
away in the closet with the microscopes!
We notice that many schools and colleges, and even
planetariums, start out with one Questar. And then as
time goes by, repeat orders begin to come in letting us
know that a whole science class is being outfitted so
that each student will have his own equipment. To us
this makes more sense than providing one big instrument
for any large group. It permits a student to give his full
time to observing, instead of waiting his turn for a brief
look. It would seem that the important question is-how
many Questars will your budget allow? rather than, how
large a telescope can you get for a given amount of
money?
This was the point of view at Southern Connecticut
College, where Robert L. Brown is shown conducting
a class engaged in solar observation. Each Questar is
equipped with a totally safe sun filter for the lens which

keeps all heat out of the telescope, and a second one
for the finder system.
This is the great thing about Questar-it does so many
jobs that the instrument is never idle. For moon and
planetary observation at night, sunspots in the daytime,
or a trip into the field where it is used on nature studies,
often to observe phenomena that would otherwise be
inaccessible-this easily portable instrument makes it
all possible. Also with Questar, students have an opportunity of learning the secrets of high-power photography by taking pictures of all they observe.
QUESTAR, THE WORLD'S FINEST, MOST VERSATILE TElESCOPE, IS PRICED FROM $865. SEND
FOR OUR 1972 BOOKLET IN COLOR, WITH 150
NEW PHOTOGRAPHS BY QUESTAR OWNERS. $1
FOR HANDLING-MAILING ON THIS CONTINENT;
BY AIR TO SOUTH AMERICA, $2.50; EUROPE AND
NORTH AFRICA, $3; ElSEWHERE $3.50.
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the AAS. Planetarium teachers should be reminded that
they are all eligible for at least associate or junior
membership in this society of the nation's professional
astronomical community. Please get full details about AAS
membership (see page 8) by writing to Hank Gurin not to
me. You will need two members' signatures as sponsors on
your application, and these can be easily obtained
getting to know the nice fol ks at your neighborhood
observatory.
You may notice there are a few more pages this
and starting with the next issue, we're expanding to 48
pages (at no increase in price of course). Our backlog is
growing, and these pages are needed for the many fine
articles now coming in + the tons of material we still have
on tape from the Bay Area meeting. Now the question is
you folks are so damned enthused about communicating all
these excellent ideas - have you thought about how we're
going to pay the printer in publishing them? I've said it
before, and I'll say it again
we need your support in
increasing the circulation to a self-supporting level. If each
person reading th is journal would take the time to show it
to his colleagues in science teaching, professional
astronomy, and amateur astronomy, to bring in some new
subscriptions (any number), we would be in great shape.
My friends, I've got hundreds of fresh new order blanks
- send for your supply today.

Chatting with Tom Gates on the telephone not long ago,
I was pleased to learn he had received dozens of letters with
compliments about the ISPE meeting just held in the Bay
Area. Come to think of it, my own correspondence with
him since has been mostly to snarl hurry, hurry for the
many hours of transcription tapes and dozens of
photographs provided by Tom's crew at the Space Science
Center. So Tom, I'm sorry, and for all those nice things
everyone else has said, it's ditto from fcj.
Elsewhere in this issue are the backgrounds and short
statements from your newly elected officers of ISPE. Here's
personal congratulations to Tom, Phyllis, and Ken for their
election success, and, of course, sincere best wishes as they
help new President Sig guide the destiny of our still infant
organization.
In Bart Bok's presidential message to the American
Astronomical Society (AAS) (see opposite) you will find
reference to the four part program of the Task Group for
Education in Astronomy (TGEA). Yours truly is
responsible with G.L. Verschuur for the travelling exhibits
part. We have chosen not to further report on this matter
for the time being because much of what is planned is
contingent upon receipt of an NSF grant by the AAS. If all
goes well, THE PLANETARIAN will run a news story on
these activities in the September issue. If all doesn't go as
planned, it will more likely be a short obituary.
Those carefully reading President Bok's message I think
will be impressed with the growing strength and vitality of
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L tters
(EDITOR: By far the most exciting
and important piece of mail recently
received arrived after most of this
issue had been locked up and sent in
for composition; namely the presidential address for the American Astronomical Society by Dr. Bart J. Bok.
It was delivered on January 11~ 1973
to the AAS membership assembled at
Las Cruces ~ New Mexico for its winter
meeting. Dr. Bok's note to us asked
us to help transmit the address~ THE
STATE OF ASTRONOMY~ which of course
we are delighted to do. The choice
was not whether but how. First we had
to bump several letters to make the
page space available ~ and for this
we humbly apologize to our correspondents. Normally.. this space in
THE PLANETARIAN wi II be he ld inviolate and in fact will be expanded in
the next issue - so please keep those
letters coming in! Second~ because
of the length of Dr. Bok's address
we had to photoreduce the material
to compress it into the available
space; i. e. ~ a choice of excerpting
or transmitting it in toto. Thus We
want to apologize to Dr. Bok and to
you .. gentle reader~ for any resulting
inconvenience.)

1. INTRODUCTION

The American Astronomical Society is the
professional organization of the astronomers of the
United States. When I was honored by election to the
presidency of the Society, I felt strongly that I should
do my very best to serve all of you. I consider it a part
of my responsibility to present you once a year with an
overall survey of THE STATE OF ASTRONOMY in the
United States. This is my first attempt at such an
address. When I began the planning for my speech, I
found that I had basically two assignments. The first of
these is to report to you today on the meeting of your
Council that took place two days ago. And, second, I
feel it my duty to address you on some major topics that
are now the concern of astronomers young and old. I
shall open my address with my Report from the Council,
but before I begin I should present you with the list of
four topics that I have singled out for special attention.
These are:
1) Astronomy in the National Science Foundation
2) Astronomy in NASA
3) The Educational Programs of our Society
4) The Manpower and Employment (and
Unemployment) Situation in Astronomy Today.
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I considered adding other topics, such as "Present
Implications of the Greenstein Report" or "The Needs
of Neglected Fields," but it seemed advisable to limit the
total number to four and treat each topic in depth.
I want to take this opportunity to thank all who
assisted me in the preparation of this address by
providing me with background material. These include
the AAS Councillors and dozens of members of the
Society who wrote to me on the subject, also the
chairmen of some of our key Committees. I am
especially grateful for the assistance· received from my
friends in NSF and in NASA, who presented me with a
complete dossier of background data. All told I have in
my files here and in Tucson enough material for a three
point credit, one semester course on The State of
Astronomy in the United States - with a second
semester outline for a course on international
implications! Here goes:
2. REPORT FROM THE.COUNCIL

1.
Dr. Leo Goldberg has been named the Russell
Lecturer for 1973. He has informed the Council that he
will deliver his Lecture at the Tucson Meeting early in
December, 1973.
2.
Dr. George Carruthers will receive the Warner
Prize for 1973. His address of acceptance will be
delivered at the Columbus Meeting of the Society late in
June, 1973.
1.
The Council has established a Committee for
the Protection of Existing and Potential Observatory
Sites. Dr. David Crawford will be the Chairman of this
new Committee, which will report to the Council at the
Columbus Meeting.
4.
Members may wish to be reminded that the
75th Anniversary Meeting of the Society will take place
in Rochester, New York, in August, 1974. Dr. Carl
Sagan is the Chairman of the Program Committee for
this occasion.
5.
The Council reports good progress on the
transfer of the Annie J. Cannon Prize to the American
Association of University Women. The Council has
accepted in principle the conditions under which the
AAUW will agree to accept the responsibility for the
administration of this Prize. The Award will consist of a
Research Award or Prize of $1,000, to be given to a
young woman astronomer under 35 years of age on the
basis of an application to be submitted by the candidate.
The Council of the Society will assist the AAUW in the
process of advertising the Award and in the selection of
the successful winner. The Council has indicated that
mention of the Cannon Prize as having been transferred
to the AAUW will be made in all future listings by our
Society of Prizes and Awards.
6.
The Working Group on the Status of Women
in Astronomy is hard at work on the preparation of its
Report to the Council, to be presented at the Columbus
Meeting of the Society. Your President has been on the
receiving end of some interesting bits of information.
Some of these are worth noting now already:
a. 6% of all Astrophysical Journal authors
are women.
b. Women occupy somewhere between 4%
and 6% of all faculty appointments in
astronomy in Universities and Colleges.
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c. There are presently no women with
tenure appointments at five of the top
rated institutions in astronomy in the
country.
d. A roster of women astronomers has been
prepared.
e. There are presently more than 200
women astronomers who are members of
the American Astronomical Society,
about 6\6% of our total membership.
7.
The Council has under discussion an
additional Award for members under 35 years of age.
This Award will probably be given to the astronomer
under 35 years of age who has done the most
distinguished work in observational astronomy. Within a
year we shall probably have two Annual A wards for the
under 35 years of age group, the Warner Prize and the
new Award. In all probability, a Joint Committee will
recommend suitable candidates to the Council. There
will probably be one single Committee for
recommending recipients for the Warner Prize and for
the new Award.
8.
The finances of our Society are in reasonably
good shape, but we need urgently more annual $15
supplementary dues from members with tenure
appointments or equivalent. The response to our request
of last year has been good, but far from uniform. Our
Society obviously needs also very much additional
unrestricted endowments. I hope that members may
develop the habit of writing their Wills and of
remembering the Society when doing so! We should try
to increase the endowment for the Russell Lectureship
and for the Warner Prize. Both Awards deserve to be
higher than they can be at present.
9.
The Council is happy to report that our two
journals, the Astrophysical Journal and the
Astronomical Journal, are doing quite well financially.
We are all tremendously grateful to Editors Abt and
Woltjer and to their Advisory Boards for all the work
that they are doing on behalf of all of us. Astrophysical
Letters Editor Osterbrock has requested to be replaced,
since his new duties as Director of Lick Observatory will
keep him too occupied to continue as an Editor. We
hope to be able to announce soon the name of his
successor. Our Executive Officer reports that the
Bulletin of the American Astronomical Society is in
good health.
10.
Dr. Maarten Schmidt heads the AAS
Committee on long-range publication policies. This
Committee has been busy meeting yesterday, all day,
and they are again busy today. We hope to receive their
Report well before the end of the year.
Our four Divisions are all active in a variety of
11.
ways. The Council took careful note of their
achievements over the past half year. They are obviously
a source of strength to the Society and a real asset to the
whole of the astronomical community.
Our total membership now is close to 3,000.
12.
We have approximately 2,000 full members and 1,000
associates and juniors. We added during the past week 63
full members, 22 associate members and 35 junior
mell1bers.

3. ASTRONOMY IN THE NATIONAL
SCIENCE FOUNDATION

Over the past two decades the funding of
astronomical endeavors in the United States has become
increasingly dependent upon support provided by the
National Science Foundation. According to figures made
available to me by NSF, the total amount of money
available for strictly astronomical purposes is at present
at a level of a little above 30 million dollars per year.
The estimates for 1972 assign 21.2 million dollars to the
National Centers and 8.0 million dollars for
disbursement by the Astronomy Section. Estimates for
Fiscal Year 1973 show figures of 24.4 million dollars for
the National Centers and 8.8 million dollars for the
Astronomy Section of NSF. The National Centers
include the National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center
at Arecibo (3.3 million dollars), Kitt Peak National
Observatory (8.2 million), Cerro Tololo Inter-American
Observatory (2.7 million dollars), and the National
Radio Astronomy Observatory (10.2 million dollars).
The figures given are the estimates for Fiscal Year 1973.
The figure of 8.8 million dollars assigned to the
Astronomy Section in the estimates for Fiscal Year 1973
covers all University Research and research in
Foundation Endowed Observatories. This means that the
8.8 million covers all grants made by NSF to University
Observatories and Astronomy Departments as well as to
Privately and Foundation Endowed Observatories and
Institutes.
There seems to be general agreement that the
National Centers are performing most important services
toward the advancement of astronomy and that the
existence and successful operation of the Centers is of
great benefit to the astronomers of the United States.
Those of us who have been privileged to work at these
Centers and use their facilities have been impressed with
the scope of their activities and every astronomer in the
country has reasons for being deeply grateful for their
existence and effective operation. The four Directors,
Frank Drake, Leo Goldberg, Victor Blanco and David
Heeschen, are supported by excellent staffs, who are
contributing significantly to the development of
astronomy in the United States. We trust that NSF
realizes that these Centers are a part of the wave of the
future, well deserving of the good support that they are
receiving.
The picture is not quite so rosy when we turn to the
Astronomy Section of NSF. The hard-working and
effective members of this Section, headed by Robert
Fleischer, are doing a fine job within the budgetary
limitations. I shall want to take quite a bit of time today
to review the future needs of the Astronomy Section,
which is at present underbudgeted. I shall say right at

the start that my major recommendation in the present
Address is that 8 million dollars be added to the Annual
Budget for the Astronomy Section, which would mean
roughly a doubling of its budget. I should state at the
outset that I do not want to see this 8 million dollars
come from the National Centers Budget. New funds are
required. I make this recommendation first of all on the
basis of many communications that I have received from
members of the Society who have made suggestions to
me in connection with the present Address. I have been

privileged to have been associated with NSF since its
early beginnings. As a matter of fact, I was one of the
lobbyists back in the late 1940's and early 1950's who
did the best they could to work for the creation of a
National Science Foundation. I have had continued close
contacts with NSF at all levels and I feel that I speak
today on the basis of much past experience.
The funds distributed by the Astronomy Section are
assigned after evaluation of Proposals submitted by
Principal Investigators associated with Universities or
Research Institutes. From the figures available to me, it
seems that the number of Proposals received by the
Astronomy Section has increased from 109 in 1968 to
313 in 1972. With the funds available to the Section,
80% of these Proposals were approved and funded in
1968, 42% in 1972. It should be remembered that these
Proposals represent the core program of basic scientific
research in astronomy outside the National Centers. The
figures should be examined bearing in mind that
Universities are generally passing through a phase of'
decreasing budgets for research, a situation that applies
equally to State Universities and to privately endowed
Universities. We must bear in mind also that the total
number of well-trained and well-established astronomers
is still somewhat on the increase. The rate of attrition by
death and retirements, and more recently especially
through the inability for individual astronomers to find
suitable positions, does not yet balance the number of
incoming Ph.D.'s. A new development is that
considerable numbers of Physics Ph.D.'s are now
flocking to astronomy and astrophysics. The
stabilization in the numbers of astronomers and
astrophysicists through the law of supply and demand is
still a few years in the future.
The older astronomers who are not quite in the top
research level and the younger ones who are not yet very
well known in the astronomical world may consider it
rather hopeless to apply for an NSF Grant. They reason
that their Proposals will almost certainly not receive the
"Very Good" or "Excellent" ratings that are by now
almost required for an award. This is a pity, for it means
that the awards will largely go to the "Astronomical
Elite." Very few awards go to teachers of astronomy
who wish to do research by the side but who realize that
their efforts may not be on a par with those of the
established research astronomers in the country.
Teachers of astronomy deserve research support, but
such support cannot be forthcoming unless the
Astronomy Section has its budget materially increased.
There is a second area in which NSF Astronomy
Section cannot fulfill its obligations to the astronomical
community. Today-as in the past-the principal base for
the advancement of research in optical and in radio
astronomy, taken in the broadest sense, lies in the
Universities. For most effective use, the basic
instrumentation at the Universities must continue to be
operated and maintained at the high level that was
reached during the affluent years of NASA, Department
of Defense and NSF support in the 1960's. This places a
heavy responsibility on the Astronomy Section, which
budget limitations make it impossible to fulfill. Several
existing major-and not so major-optical and radio
observatories with relatively modern observational
equipment now urgently require support. What is needed
are not only funds for the proper operation and
maintenance of the existing major optical and radio
telescopes, but also funds for the improvement and
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updating of this major equipment. I am thinking here of
the great United States optical and radio installations
which are not located at the National Centers. The Hale
Observatories, the Lick, MacDonald, Yerkes, Arizona,
Michigan, Hawaii and Case Observatories are some of the
principal ones that I have in mind, but, on a lesser scale,
all departments of astronomy with modern telescopes 24
inches or more in aperture require some sort of support
to permit the continued operation, maintenance and
modernization of equipment. The situation is bad also in
the radio area, where the University operated radio
observatories, major and minor, require continued
support. In the West, Stanford, Hat Creek, Owens Valley
and Clark Lake are in difficulties. In the Midwest,
Illinois, Ohio State and Michigan are facing serious
problems of various degrees and in the East, Haystack,
Florida and the Five College Observatory are in
difficulties. The Texas-New Mexico section, where the
University of Texas, Harvard-Fort Davis and New
Mexico are operating all look toward federal support. I
have probably failed to mention several in these brief
listings. What I have in mind is not support for the
construction and purchase of major new equipment, and
certainly not support for the building of new major
telescopes. I am thinking here simply about the
day-to-day and night-to-night efficient operation of
these major telescopes, optical and radio. This means
staff support and funds for replacement of worn-out or
out-dated parts. We should work toward modernization
of equipment to take full advantage of the new
techniques, such as computer interfacing and television
or image conversion applications in the optical field, and
items such as new receivers and front ends for radio
equipment. NSF can simply not afford to permit the
University constructed major equipment, and that built
by private foundations, to fall much behind in quality
and operating efficiency compared to what is achieved at
the National Centers.
Much concern has recently been expressed with
regard to theoretical research in astronomy and
astrophysics. At the moment, astronomy is one of the
most exciting areas of physical research, for nowhere are
the laws of physics being tested under such extreme
conditions as we find in pulsars, neutron stars, black
holes, quasars, and what have you. The Astronomy
Section of NSF clearly has as one of its assignments to
strike a balance in support between instrumentally-based
research and theoretically-oriented research; the latter
requires support principally for salaries, buildings and
computer time.
Finally, there is the plight of the young and vigorous
University Departments of Astronomy. These require
support at more or less the levels of the past few years
unless we wish to see them disappear from the national
scene. This is obviously not a time to undertake new
ventures in astronomy education, especially not at the
graduate level. But we should make every effort to
preserve with reduced numbers what we have under way
and to provide continued support for the Departments
of Astronomy that were developed in the middle 1960's,
which now represent a source of strength in our total
astronomical endeavor.
We must continue to produce well-trained and
thoroughly competent young astronomers at reduced
and controlled rates, for otherwise we shall find
ourselves in a bind 6 or 8 years hence. Who, for example,
will be the astronomers to make effective use of the
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radio astronomical Very Large Array that is now rising
on the Plains of Saint Augustine? And who will be the
bright young astronomers and astrophysicists to make
the best possible use of the glorious 158 inch Reflectors
soon to be in operation at Kitt Peak and at Cerro
Tololo?
What are the realistic needs for the Astronomy
Section? I indicated earlier that it is my considered
opinion that an increase in the Annual Budget of the
Astronomy Section by 8 million dollars is at present
thoroughly justified. If such an increase were
forthcoming in the' near future, then American
Astronomy will be able to maintain its momentum of
progress. I see a need of 5 to 6 million dollars additional
per year for funds applied to research on the broadest
level. There is an additional need for 2 million dollars
per year minimum toward maintenance, operation and
proper updating of major radio and optical astronomical
equipment. I repeat: What we need are additional funds.
Most definitely not a transferring of funds from those
noW budgeted for the National Centers.
How can the American Astronomical Society best
assist NSF in achieving its aims? From several sides the
suggestion has been made to me that I should propose
today the establishment of an AAS or National
Academy of Sciences Committee set up for the purpose
of constantly evaluating NSF performance at the
National Centers and in the Astronomy Section. My
colleagues have suggested a Committee of 8 or 10
experts representing the major broad areas of
observational and theoretical research in astronomy and
astrophysics. This Committee would have as one of its
assignments to make specific recommendations of a
budgetary nature to NSF. I am not now prepared to
support the creation of such a Committee. NSF has at
present an excellent Panel on Astronomy, which advises
the Astronomy Section. I would hope that the scope of
this Panel might be enlarged, so that it might do the
work which my colleagues would like to see done by the
AAS Committee. I note that the present Panel has
among its members three Councillors of the American
Astronomical Society and I note furthermore that the
present Panel is truly representative of the broad fields
of interest of astronomers and astrophysicists. It is a
mixed Panel which contains among its members several
so-called Elite or Establishment Astronomers, but it also
contains several members not necessarily classified in
these august categories. I would hope that NSF would
see fit to enlarge the powers of this Panel and to take it
fully into its confidence, arranging incidentally for at
least twice as many meetings each year than is now the
custom. I would like to see the Astronomy Panel deal
with all facets of astronomical activities inside NSF. I am
happy to note that our National Centers now have Users
Committees and Visiting Committees, which means that
astronomers at all levels can take part in the making of
suggestions with regard to policies and finances. We now
have the machinery for effective communication
between all the members of the American Astronomical
Society and NSF and we have the channels for the
communication of our suggestions to the Astronomy
Section and to the Boards and Directors responsible for
the operation of the National Centers. The Information
Meeting arranged by the Astronomy Section for the Las
Cruces Meeting is a fine step in the right direction.
Congressional approval will have to be obtained if
NSF is to have its budget for the Astronomy Section
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nearly doubled! Here is where every member of the
American Astronomical Society can play a part to assist
NSF in reaching its goal. The key Committee in the
Senate is the Space Science Subcommittee of which
Senator Proxmire is the Chairman. Its counterpart in the
House of Representatives is the Committee on Science
and Astronautics, of which Representative Miller of
California, defeated in the primary, was the Chairman; I
do not yet know the name of his successor as Chairman.
The Senate and House Appropriations Committees,
along with the Authorizations Committees which is in
the Senate, the Labor and Public Welfare Committee,
play important roles in the preparation and acceptance
of the final NSF budget. So do of course also the Office
of the Presidential Science Advisor in the White House,
and the all-powerful Office of Management and Budget.
Any astronomer who has ready access to some
influential members of the Senate or of the House of
Representatives who are involved in the decision-making
process can help terrifically by keeping these busy
people infurmed about the needs and desires of
astronomers. The American Astronomical Society
cannot become a regular lobbying organization, but
there is no reason why, to be specific, every astronomer,
young and old, teacher or research astronomer, cannot
select one Senator and one Member of the House of
Representatives and see to it that these two people are
well informed about the needs of astronomy. As
astronomers, we have many accomplishments of which
we can be justly proud, but our representatives in
Congress cannot expect to know about these unless we
assist them to the maximum of our abilities. If the
members and Council of the American Astronomical
Society so desire, we might well consider issuing twice a
year a Newsletter witJ:l lists of names of Senators and
Representatives who need most to be kept informed
about the needs and prospects for Astronomy. We can
all play our parts in the education of Congress-and we
should!

4. ASTRONOMY IN NASA

It is not a simple matter for me to speak for eight or
ten minutes about the impact that the NASA Programs
have had and are having upon American Astronomy. My
good friends at NASA Headquarters have supplied me
with much useful background material, all of it of
interest and comprising enough material for six or eight
one-hour lectures! I shall do the best I can in the short
time available to me.
An important era in Space Research was brought to
a close when the last of the manned lunar space
missions, Apollo 17, came back to earth. The two
astronauts and the first astronaut-scientist to go to the
moon did a beautiful job of collecting important lunar
data. Astronomers will be forever grateful to NASA for
having brought the moon down to earth. At the Amherst
Symposium of August, 1971, we learned about the
many new important results obtained especially by the
University of Wisconsin and by the Smithsonian
Institution on the basis of data obtained from Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory Number Two. At this meeting
we learned yesterday about the new results obtained by
the Princeton group from the Copernican Satellite,
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory Number Three. The
far ultraviolet is yielding its secrets and telling us much
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that is new about the interstellar medium. We know now
where the molecular hydrogen is and how much there is
of it. The Orbiting Solar Observatories have produced a
wealth of new information. It is from them that we have
learned about temperatures possibly as high as 30
million degrees associated with solar flares, and about
nuclear reactions probably taking place in the
accelerated plasma of some flares. In the planetary field,
Mariner 9 has given us many close views of the planet
Mars, and we have witnessed with interest the effects
associated with the clearing of a major Martian dust
storm, which, judging by its silicate content, was a real
sand storm. We have gazed in surprise at the battered
appearance of the Martian satellites and we are looking
forward to hearing soon from Pioneer F about our
distant major neighbor, Jupiter. Astronomy in the
infrared has profited greatly by the high level airplane
flights initiated by NASA. There soon will be available
for work at 50,000 feet a 36-inch reflector for infrared
research, an instrument three times the aperture of the
12-inch reflector that has produced already so many
useful results.
NASA has not neglected the areas of ground-based
astronomy that have provided the necessary background
information for the space flights. Ground-based
astronomy has assisted in the selection of the landing
spots on the moon and it can play an important part in
the analysis of the wealth of information brought back
to earth by the astronauts who walked on the moon.
Ground-based planetary studies and solar research have
profited very much by the instrumentation and research
grants received from NASA. Some of the finest great
telescopes would not be operating today if it were not
for NASA's initiative and support. According to the
figures given me, the total annual support for astronomy
by NASA amounts to a little over $80,000,000, ten
million of which amount goes mainly to ground-based
research and development, five million to planetary
astronomy.
In the original text of my Address, I continued
speaking with enthusiasm about the future plans of
NASA, not realizing that one day after my Draft
Address was finished and reproduced NASA would
announce a budget cut that would shock the
astronomical community. As the Council noted in a
Resolution prepared at last Tuesday's meeting, NASA
suspended on January 4, 80% of the High Energy
Astronomy Observatory Program. The plan was to have
a satellite go into orbit in 1976, or 1977, with as its
main purpose the gathering of information from space
that would have done much to help extend our
knowledge of galactic and extragalactic x-ray
phenomena, of gamma rays and of cosmic ray fluxes and
origins. All sky-surveys were being planned for the initial
phase of this project, and we would have learned much
about cosmic rays. NASA's decision to terminate
abruptly the High Energy Astronomy ObservatOIY
Program has stopped all this dead in its track.
The AAS Council adopted two days ago a strong
statement deploring these recent cuts in the research
budget of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. It was noted specifically that the NASA
entrenchment kills the High Energy Astronomy
Observatory (HEAO) satellite program by reducing
funding by approximately $200 million total.
In our statement, we said, "NASA has suspended
indefinitely 80% of the effort on the High Energy

Astronomy Observatory (HEAO) Program." You will
remember that the Astronomy Survey Committee of the
National Academy of Sciences, as well as a broad
segment of the astronomical community, had given
HEAO the highest priority among future programs in
space astronomy. The Council is profoundly disturbed
by the implications of a decision that overturns a
carefully evaluated set of scientific priorities. The
Council in its Resolution has urged that NASA, the
Congress, and the Executive Branch recognize that the
maintenance of an outstanding national science program
requires that the commitment to important experiments
such as HEAO, once approved and begun, should be
honored.
Commenting on this cutback and its effects, I stated
that it is impossible to continue the Project under these
circumstances. What NASA has done is more than to
have eliminated a most important scientific experiment.
We are fearful about the future. If the highest priority
item can be terminated abruptly, then we do not know
what will happen to lesser programs and possibly to
other major programs.
One of our Councillors noted that many young
people have based their studies and careers on the HEAO
and other government supported projects and they are
now going to have to re-think their futures. Who among
them, and us, will plan on devoting the next 10 years of
our lives to such projects if the government does not
honor its promises? Not just astronomers, but all
scientists, now have this sword of Damocles hanging over
their heads, Morton said. Let us be optimistic and
assume that other NASA Programs will continue as
planned and survey future prospects.
A variety of missions are planned already for the
1970's and 1980's. Fly-by missions are either under way
or about to take off in the coming two years for the
planets Mercury, Venus, Mars, and Jupiter; Halley's
Comet will hopefully be met half-way by a space
satellite when it makes its return in 1986. We may look
forward to having a close look at some asteroids, and we
shall be visiting the Rings of Saturn. The major satellites
of Jupiter and Saturn will be scrutinized.
The upcoming programs include the Skylab Project
and that of the Large Space Telescope. The 28-ton
Skylab will be as large as a 5-room house and it will
permit astronauts to remain in space in comfortable
surroundings for periods up to 60 days. Well-defined
astronomical projects will be carried out by the 20
astronauts involved in the program, including solar and
planetary observation and special researches in the
ultraviolet and x-ray regions of the spectrum.
Suggestions for projects from "Guest Investigators" have
been welcomed. In 1976 we may see the first actual
landing on Mars when the Viking Satellite is supposed to
do its job. In a way the most exciting prospect for the
future is offered by the Large Space .Telescope. All
members of the American Astronomical Society will
have received a memorandum from Dr. C.R. O'Dell and
Dr. Nancy G. Roman (dated December 1, 1972) asking
for full participation by the astronomers of the United
States in the definition and preliminary design of
scientific instrumentation to be carried on the Large
Space Telescope. To underline the importance of this
request, Dr. Roman and Dr. O'Dell have prepared a brief
statemen't on the subject that they would like to have
me read to the membership. I shall now do so.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration

has established the goal of the construction and
in-orbit operation of a long-lived three-meter
cliffraction limited telescope in the early 1980's.
Pursuant to this goal it will soon begin the activity of
the definition and preliminary design of scientific
instruments that may be used on the Large Space
Telescope (LST). Scientist participation in this
activity has been solicited through the document
'Opportunity for Participation in the Definition of
Scie n tific Instruments for the Large Space
Telescope' (Memo Change No. 55, NHB S030, IA)
issued 1 December 1972. Participants will be
selected from respondents who submit proposals for
their participation by 23 February 1973. Copies of
the Announcement and an information booklet may
be obtained from the Project Scientist, C.R. O'Dell,
PD-LST, Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama
35812. Preproposal information meetings will be
held at Frascati, Italy on January 15; in the
Humanities Lecture Room of Baxter Hall at the
California Institute of Technology from 9:00
a.m.-12:00 noon on January 16; in the Laboratory
for Astrophysics & Space Research of the University
of Chicago from 9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon on January
17; and in the Pratt Conference Room of the
Harvard College Observatory from 9:00 a.m.-12:00
noon on January 18.
Dr. Roman has indicated that she will be available
ror discussions during this meeting. Through
correspondence and recent conversation with her and
her associates it has become clear to me that
opportunities for participation in the space astronomy
programs of the future will be available to traditional
astronomers as well as to those inclined to engineering.
For all of its programs, NASA welcomes and requests
full participation by all astronomers, young and old,
Establishment and Non-Establishment. The organization
hopes to receive constructive suggestions with regard to
the directions of research to be undertaken on the great
variety of coming space missions. It seems trite for me to
say so in concluding this section of my address, but
space astronomy is obviously here to stay.
5. THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS OF THE
AMERICAN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY

The American Astronomical Society is engaged upon
two major efforts in the field of astronomical education
outside the area of professional education. Our
Executive Officer, Mr. H.M. Gurin, has for many years
been in charge of our Program of Visiting Professors in
Astronomy, which is continuing in spite of withdrawal
of support from NSF. To coordinate other activities in
the educational field, we established at the East Lansing
Meeting, a Task Group for Education in Astronomy,
with Donat Wentzel and Gerrit Verschuur as
cochairmen. In addition, Kenneth Franklin of the
Hayden Planetarium, and William Kaufmann of the
Griffith Observatory, have agreed to act as Public
Information Representatives of the Society, responsible
for press, radio and TV relations at AAS meetings.
Through these varied activities we are laying the
foundation for strong public support of astronomy in
our country.
The Visiting Professors Program got really under way
with NSF Support 14 years ago. As the 1970-1971 and
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1971-1972 Reports show, there were during
last
years of full operation under NSF auspices 80 visits to
small colleges which were each one or two
length. Participating institutions were asked to
contribute $60 per visit toward expenses, the
including a small fee for the Visiting Professor,
paid from the NSF Grant. The future of the
Program seemed in jeopardy when NSF support ceased
because of an overall change in policy in NSF.
happy to report today that our
Officer has reorganized the Program,
operate in 1973. Thirty-five astronomers are offering
their services free of charge and the participating
institutions are now asked to contribute $200 for
one-day visit, and $225 for a two-day visit,
amounts to go towards general expenses, especially
travel. The number of requests that has been received to
date is 35. In 25 cases the institution has indicated that
it is prepared to carry its share of the cost. Most of the
others have told the Executive Officer that they can
afford to pay only a portion of the cost. A fine
indeed!
I hope that all interested members of the Society
will ask the Executive Officer for a copy of the
is an
pamphlet announcing the Program for 1973.
inspiring small document, which shows that some of the
most distinguished research astronomers and teachers of
astronomy in the country are willing to do their part to
help spread the gospel. I hope also that the present
absence of financial support for this Program may be
only temporary. Here we have an area of activity that
should either be supported from governmental sources
or, even better I would think, it should be supported
through the gift of an endowment of the Society, one
carrying the name of the Donor or of one of the great
astronomers of the recent past. All Members of the
Society are urged to assist Mr. Gurin in the continuation
of the Program.
The Task Group on Education in Astronomy has
Las
presented its first Report to the Council at
Cruces Meeting. During the first five months
existence, a four-pronged program to promote the public
under
understanding of astronomy has been
on the
the energetic leadership of Donat Wentzel.
list of proposed activities is a project to provide
astronomy lecturers for the national parks, mostly
during the summer months. The second project relates
to the planning of traveling exhibits on astronomy and
astrophysics for planetariums and schools. Third on
list is a project to provide materials for the
interdisciplinary teaching of astronomy at the
school level and immediately related to it is the
project, which involves the writing of four brochures on
limited topics of stellar, galactic and extragalactic
astronomy, brochures which will hopefully be used as
basic material for physics, chemistry, and earth science
courses at the high school level. The Task Group has
already developed contacts with comparable groups in
other professional societies and in the American
Association for the Advancement of Science. Donat
Wentzel will be overseas for most of 1973 on an
extended leave of absence, but Gerrit Verschuur will
carryon in the interim. Proposals for financial support
of these activities have been submitted to NSF and to
NASA and the initial reaction has been favorable, but
NSF lacks the funds to support the program this year.
The Task Group is urgently asking for support from
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individual Members of the Society who are interested in
participating in one or more of these activities. Another
proposed activity is the writing of articles on astronomy
for physics journals and educational journals, an area
which is being coordinated by Gerrit Verschuur. It is
also an area of activity in which members are invited to
participate. The Task Group has made a number of
suggestions to the American Association for the
Advancement of Science for astronomy lecturers in its
program of Chautauqua-Type Short Courses for College
Teachers. The appointment of the two AAS Public
Information Representatives, Dr. Kenneth Franklin and
Dr. William Kaufmann, was made by the Council of the
Society in close consultation with the Task Group.
The American Astronomical Society should
obviously take cognizance of the excellent educational
work that is being done presently in the planetariums.
Our colleagues who are active in the planetarium field
are obviously doing a major job of bringing astronomy
to the people, young and old, and it has been a source of
gratification for me personally to have seen how the
Directors and Staff Members of the major (and
not-so-major) planetariums have been drawn into active
participation in the affairs of the Society. Several of
our members have attended the First Biennial Meeting of
the International Society of Planetarium Educators, and
we are assisting the Editor of the new Journal, The
Planetarian, which supplements the beautiful work done
over many decades by our old friend Sky and Telescope.
The planetariums support many educational activities of
great importance to astronomy. Among these are the
Science Workshops for science teachers and for young
people. The programs now under way at the Hayden
Planetarium in New York and at the Adler Planetarium
in Chicago, notably the Astro-Science Workshop, can be
rated among the top educational programs in the United
States. Members of our Society should take an interest
in planetarium activities and related science museum
activities in their communities. Professional astronomers
must increasingly learn to work with the planetarium
staffs in their communities. We should give honorable
mention to the professional astronomers who are finding
planetarium work a most satisfying lifetime activity.
There is one area on which I would like to touch
briefly in concluding this part of my address. There
exists an urgent need for astronomers to provide
clear-cut answers to people who ask them about the
validity of astrology. During the past ten years we have
seen again an alarming increase in the spread of
astrology. This pseudo-science with all its fake premises
has somehow gotten hold of the minds of many young
people in our universities and outside. Our newsstands
sell astrological magazines on a national scale and in
many book stores there are bigger shelves of astrological
literature than of astronomical books! Instances have
been reported of courses in astrology being suggested as
proper courses in some universities and especially in
junior and community colleges. Why should the young
not believe in astrology?
I think that it is high time that every astronomer
should do his or her part of service to society by
speaking out on the subject of astrology. The public,
young and old, has a right to expect from astronomers
some clear statements on the subject. To me it has been
amazing to see how many of my colleagues prefer to use
the ostrich approach and steer clear of having to render
statements about astrology. We fail the public, especially
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the impressionable young with their difficult personal
problems, if we do not make it abundantly clear to them
that there is no scientific basis whatsoever for the tenets
of astrology.
In the years just before World War II, I led a small
crusade against astrology. This effoit culminated in an
article by Margaret W. Mayall and myself published in
the Scientific Monthly, Volume 52, page 233, published
in 1941. I read this article again recently and I wish that
it could be republished 32 years later! I tried in 1940 to
get general professional support for a brief reasoned
statement about astronomers' attitudes towards the
fake-science of astrology, but this suggestion was turned
down at the time by the Council of the American
Astronomical Society. The astrology situation is fully as
bad now as it was in the late 30's and early 40's. Two
years ago, I tried again to get the Council of our Society
to agree on making a statement warning the public about
the evils of astrology. My good friends on the Council
turned me down. In a way, I did not mind so much that
the Council did not take a firm stand, for it is possibly
out of order for the Society to do so. What I do mind is
that so few distinguished astronomers have recently
come out in public as opposed to astrology. Those who
keep quiet and who do not protest produce a climate in
which it is easy for the young to believe in astrology.
For, so the young reason, there must be something to
astrology when no protests are voiced by astronomers of
distinction. The young have a right to look toward
professional astronomers for guidance. It is high time
that each of us does his or her part to make it clear that
our futures lie in ourselves and not in our stars.

6. MANPOWER AND EMPLOYMENT

The employment situation in Astronomy today is far
from rosy. Following the cheerful picture of most of the
1960's, the beginning of an employment crisis in
astronomy was noted during 1971, and it is a sad fact
for me to have to state that several of our younger
colleagues are now just plain unemployed. Moreover, for
many of them the chances of finding employment in
1973 seem to be quite meager. During 1972 and 1973
the AAS Committee on Manpower and Employment
surveyed the situation and prepared a brochure entitled
"Guidelines for Employment Opportunities in
Astronomy." I hope that all of you who have not yet
asked for a pe'rsonal copy will do so by notifying me or
the Executive Officer, Mr. Gurin, so that you can have
your personal copy for reference. The Committee on
Manpower and Employment and the Officers and
Council of the Society need all the help and advice they
can get. Please feel free to offer us your suggestions and
comments - as many have already done - for we must
all work together to achieve as much of our goal toward
full employment as can be accomplished.
During the past few months, the Committee on
Manpower and Employment has made a survey of the
employment situation in astronomy. Heads of
Departments of Astronomy awarding Ph.D.'s in
astronomy and astrophysics were asked to complete a
questionnaire. Forty busy Department Heads were good
enough to have given us the desired information.
However, among the holdouts were nine Ph.D. granting
Departments. During the three-year period, September
1969 to September 1972, the responding Departments
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granted 310 Ph.D. degrees in astronomy and
astrophysics, and the estimate is that about 130 Ph.D.
degrees will be awarded per year during the coming
two-year period ending December, 1974.
In these same departments there are now 334
full-time astronomy faculty positions, and 185
non-faculty positions (postdoctoral, research associates,
etc.). The expectation is that the total number of faculty
positions will go up by about 12 during the next few
years and that the non-faculty positions will remain
about steady. Sixteen out of the 310 recent Ph.D.'s
listed above are now having serious difficulties in
securing full-time positions in astronomy, and 14 of
those holding non-faculty positions are in the same
boat. The total number of astronomy graduate students
enrolled in the 40 responding departments is presently
700, about half of which number should ultimately
receive the Ph.D. degree.
All of the above is useful statistics and we must
examine it with care. At the same time, the field of
astronomy is small enough so that each individual case
of real unemployment is a source of sadness, of regret
and of deep concern to all of the profession. I have now
in my personal file about thirty letters from young and
not-so-young astronomers and astrophysicists who are
worried about their futures. Since over the past forty
years I have had considerable numbers of graduate
students working with me towards the doctorate and
since I have long been interested in astronomers and
astrophysicists as individuals, I receive probably more
communications from worried people than do most
other astronomers. One does not advertise one's
hardships, and I have the impression that the majority of
the settled astronomers are still pretty far removed from
the grim unemployment picture that is developing. This
applies especially to those who are often referred to as
The Establishment Elite. I find it very disturbing to have
on my list of about a dozen good friends now searching
for new positions, two older unemployed Ph.D.'s who
are good research men and good teachers and who at
present have no jobs. One of these is the author of an
often-referred-to chapter in one of the volumes of the
Compendium on Astronomy. I have been struck by the
tragedy of the plight of those somewhat older
astronomers. In a way the ones most seriously affected
by the present difficult employment situation are the
assistant professors and associate professors without
tenure who received their degrees 10 to 15 years ago and
for whom there is now no tenure position available.
These are the people who have made astronomy their
firm careers and they are generally married, with
children of school age. We must all do what we can to
assist them.
The AAS Clearinghouse Service is fulfilling an
increasingly important assignment. Over 180 applicants
are listed as seeking positions, or as desiring changes in
their present employment. The Executive Officer
maintains a Candidates' Register which is available upon
request for inspection to interested Department Heads
and to Observatory Directors, also to industrial and
governmental organizations. I am happy to report that
the Placement Clearinghouse Service is working well and
that potential employers as well as job seekers are using
the Service increasingly. It is hard to estimate how many
positions have been obtained via this medium, but the
statistics that I have seen indicate that the Service played
an important role in at least 20 appointments made

during 1972. It is interesting to note that during the first
half of 1972 the number of candidates who had their
names listed in the Register equalled 2.4 times the
number of specifically listed job openings.
We often hear from candidates and potential
employers about ways in which we might improve our
Employment Service. Applicants for positions have
urged me to ask potential employers to do two things
that can ease the mind of the job-seeker. First, potential
employers should get the habit of briefly acknowledging
receipt of an application and, if this can be done, inform
all applicants when a certain opening has been filled.
Furthermore, potential employers should inform the
Executive Officer of the Society when an advertised
position has been filled, a fact that can then be noted in
the next issue of the Quarterly Opportunities Register
distributed to job seekers by the Executive Officer. I feel
very much encouraged by the obvious success of our
Employment Service. Directors of Observatories and
Heads of Departments are increasingly realizing the value
of advertising new openings. Moreover, the pressure
from Governmental Agencies to advertise available
pOSitions encourages them to do so. Applicants are
realizing increasingly that it is not demeaning to have
one's name listed on a list of job-seekers.
The difficulties of finding employment for recent
Ph.D.'s is by no means comparable for all areas of
astronomical endeavor. Several of my correspondents
have pointed out to me that, in spite of NASA cutbacks,
there are still occasional shortages of well-trained solar
system astronomers.
From all appearances there are now more
astronomers than jobs available. This is a situation that is
difficult and one that we have not encountered in
astronomy and astrophysics in the past. I find the
situation that we are facing today grimmer than that of
the depression years of the 1930's. As a Society we must
continue to warn all concerned against a proliferation of
graduate schools and against large numbers of graduate
students being trained for the doctorate in astronomy
and astrophysics. Furthermore, we must help explore
possibilities in the potentially large market for
astronomers that exists in the education field, at
colleges, planetariums and secondary schools. Our
Committee on Manpower and Employment must not
feel that the actions on which we reported in our
Guidelines Brochure can be considered as having taken
care of the situation. Continued gentle but firm action
and pressure is required. One suggestion, made to me by

Donald Goldsmith, the chairman of our Committee on
Manpower and Employment, has been that departments
and observatories might well consider the possibility of
occasionally offering two half-time positions, where
formerly there was a single full-time position. This is
worthy of consideration.
Councillor Frank Kerr is concerned that, because of
the shortage of openings for positions, astronomy
departments may have a tendency to become frozen,
with the same old faculty members remaining in one
place year after year. He suggests that, in the absence of
new appointments, an exchange of astronomers between
two institutions might be a refreshing step to take.
Individuals and department chairmen may want to think
this over and act.
Several correspondents have suggested to me that we
should pay more attention than in the past to our
dealings with large business concerns and corporations,
which should be made acquainted with the skills that
astronomers possess in such varied fields as data analysis,
compu ter programming, geodesy, optical and electronic
engineering; we should not make a secret of the
excellent backgrounds that astronomers have for
positions in new fields, such as air pollution control.
It has long been in the tradition of astronomy to
make available library and other facilities to colleagues
who do not hold positions in our departments of
astronomy and observatories. We should be ready to
assist those in difficulties to remain scientifically alive
and informed, even make it possible for them to
contribute to the advance of our science. Each
observatory or department of astronomy should lend a
helping hand to teachers of astronomy, physics and
mathematics and other astronomically trained people in
the community who request an opportunity for
studying, reading or research. The special summer
fellowship programs of our National Observatories have
been a wonderful new development, which hopefully
will become part of their regular operation. University
departments of astronomy and observatories should
increasingly follow the lead given by the National
Observatories. Much interest is being expressed in the
promotion of summer institutes for those who are
primarily teachers during the remainder of the year. The
astronomers and astrophysicists who are now fully
employed in secure positions must do the best they can
to help their less fortunate brethren and sisters.

*

*

*

*

*

ADDENDUM to "state of Astronomy"
January 30, 1973
I have just received a copy of a
letter written on January 24 by the
Administrator of NASA, addressed to
Dr. R. Giacconi, from which the following
significant
paragraph
is
quoted:
"Because we share your views about
the importance of high energy astrophysics, the HEAO Program has not been
terminated, but has been suspended for
at least a year. This suspension was
necessary because of the governmentwide effort to reduce substantially
the level of expenditures. During the
period of suspension, we hope to restructure the Program and study ways
to achieve the scientific objectives
through a lower cost approach over a
longer period of time. We intend to
continue to support the work of as
many investigators and contractors
as possible during this period of
suspension, but of necessity, at a
sharply reduced level."
For background on this Addendum,
see page 5. See also, the March, 1973
issue of PHYSICS TODAY.

*

*

*

*
Bart J. Bok
Steward Observatory
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ 85721

The Editors and the Council of the
International Society of Planetarium Educators
wish to thank Dr. Bok and the American Astronomical
Society for providing this "State of Astronomy"
presidential address.
Persons wishing to obtain information concerning
membership in the American Astronomical Society
should write to Mr. H.M. Gurin, Executive Officer,
American Astronomical Society, 211 FitzRandolph Rd.,
Princeton, NJ 08540.
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Houghton Mifflin announces:

Explorations in
Space and lime
A Series of Computer-Generated
Astronomy Films
by M. L. Meeks, Haystack
Observatory, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology,
and Harvard University

By using a computer, exponential looms, dramatic alterations of time and
distance scales, the Smithsonian Star Catalogue, and by showing stars down
to visual magnitude nine, the Meeks films illuminate astronomy for nonspecialists in ways that conventional models cannot.
The Meeks films give viewers direct experience of astronomical phenomena
known but never seen before.
Eight 16mm color films with commentary and electronic music: The Star System Xi Ursae Majoris, Sirius and the White Dwarf, Algol the Demon Star, The
Motion of Stars, Star Clusters, The Motion of Attracting Bodies, The Doppler
Effect in Sound and Light, Planetary Motion and Kepler's Laws. The first three
films available now, the remainder later in the Spring. Also available Fall 1973,
twelve Smm film cartridges without sound, derived from the 16mm films.
For more information, write your regional Houghton Mifflin office.
Boston 02107 / Atlanta 30324/ Dallas 75235/ Geneva, Illinois 60134/ Hopewell, New

HOUGHTON M IFFLI N Jersey 08525/ Palo Alto 94304

NEW
*******
"Diversity in the

Unanimity in the Deed"
Felix Adler

Whether major or small domes, whether public or school
plan'etariums, whether museum or college, parent is
immaterial. We operate the greatest, the most valuable
teaching instrument ever built by man. It is within the
capability of our tool to awe, to humble, to elate, to raise
the minds of men, provided we use it. Our ranks are filled
with astronomers and physicists, musicians and pajnt€~rs,
technicians and sociologists, but we have in common the
desire to serve our
to teach our """"""...""h.i""4~'"
We want to better life in our
through our work; we
want to leave other than material values behind. We like to
reconcile the abyss between art and science, between faith
and rationality. Yet, until
we have not found
forum to speak to each other. The dome sizes Impo:sea
some mythical boundaries between us. The magical levels of
instruction obscured the common ideals and
What
pity.
May we not aU learn from each other? Are we that
that we need no further advice? Are we so
that
may sneer at one another's efforts?
Our society was formed to
the creativity which lies in
thought
from difference.
has
never built a work of art worth
Sameness fails to
excite the eye. The growth of our chosen
as
planetarians aelperlUS
Let us build our
each other, not just talk, but listen with open mind and
open ears. Let us grow to serve our communities
make this world
and to leave a value with
audiences.
Wieser

Sigfried Wieser, President of ISPE during 1973-74, was
first elected President-Elect by the founding Conference of
American Planetarium Educators (CAPE) in East Lansing in
1970. He was especially active in determining the structure
of the society in its formational Constitutional Committee
prior to incorporation last spring. He has been
Secretary-Treasurer of PAC since 1969 and its Regional
Contributing Editor to THE PLANETARIAN since its
inception. He has also been an active member of the Royal
Astronomical Society of Canada, twice serving as president
of the RASC Calgary Centre.
Since April, 1966 Sig has been Director of the Calgary
Centennial Planetarium. His background in support of this
position has been varied. Born in 1933 in Austria and
reared there, his first college training was in electrical
engineering. However he supported his studies by working
in the Upper Austrian Provincial Theater. He then worked
for several years in the engineering field in Austria,
England, and then to Canada. Since 1961, Sig has earned a
B.5c. in physics with honors at the University of Calgary
and done graduate work in applied mathematics.
Sig still maintains his interest in the Calgary Theatre
with active participation, has sung with the Calgary
Philharmonic Choir, and last year was elected a director of
the Southern Alberta Opera Association. Those attending
the Bay Area conference were charmed by his English wife
Joan and their two precocious young sons.

*******
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Thomas M. Gates has been elected President-Elect of
ISPE for 1973-74 and will assume the presidency in
January, 1975. He quickly established himself as a
charming and witty host to the first official ISPE
conference. Tom has also been serving ISPE as Regional
Contributing Editor for PPA and CONTA cn feature editor
for THE PLANETA RIA N.
Tom is Coordinator of Community Science Services for
the Foothill Community College District of Santa Clara
County, California. He directs the Space Science Center and
the science activities of the Community Services Division.
The Space Science Center includes the Foothill Electronics
Museum, the Foothill College Planetarium housing an early
Goto S-3 in a 30' dome, the Foothill Observatory featuring
a 16" reflector and other telescopes, the Minolta
Planetarium of DeAnza College housing the country's
largest Minolta instrument under a 50' dome and the
country's only 27 channel omniphonic sound system, and
the Technical Laboratories housing a telescope making lab
and amateurs research center.
Tom is a graduate of Washington State University in
Pullman with degrees in music and mathematics. While
there he worked in the university's observatory and
planetarium.
From 1963 to 1967 Tom directed the famous Morrison
Planetarium in San Francisco's Golden Gate Park. He also
served as a part-time instructor for San Francisco State
College during the period. He still retained his musical
interests by playing professionally with a number of bands
in that area.
As Supervisor of the Boeing Spacearium at the Pacific
Science Center in Seattle during 1967 and 1968, Tom was
part of the project to convert the Spacearium to
planetarium capabilities and developed ultra-wide angle
projection techniques with the all-sky systems there. Here
he directed his own 20 piece jazz band as part of the
evening division of Seattle Community College.
Tom has been head of the Space Science Center since
1968 and has seen his staff grow from 5 to 33 persons, the
square footage grow from 3500 to 30000 square feet, and
include the addition of two major facilities, the Minolta
Planetarium and the Foothill Electronics Museum. As
slightly overwhelmed ISPE conference participants will
readily testify, Tom still remains active in music, playing
and directing two of his own big bands. A banquet concert
by one of them was one of the outstanding highlights of the
week.
Oh yes, if you're in the area have Don McDonald tell
you about Tom's other award-winning activity - he helps
his lovely wife with her custom bra business!
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*******
The newly formed ISPE organization
growing voice which has needed expression for some
Planetariums treat of astronomy, but are not
for
the most part by professional astronomers. Planetariums
are associated with museums, but have never
found
their place amongst the museum professionals. Planetariums
are part of the education system, but represent a
new direction somewhat apart from the normal excmm~~e
school personnel. Thus the AAS, the IAU, the AAM
NEA have not provided the channel by which the
number of planetarium professionals can give voice to their
field and arrive at conclusions relevant to their needs.
ISPE is still a fledgling organization. As such we are still
growing in meaning and
The future will see
planetariums and more need for our international
the
organization to grow in its effectiveness.
problems of new organization are still with us, but what
will we be when we are beyond that phase?
The planetariums of other continents will become
of our organization, and the exchange of
and
utilization of our medium will indeed become more diverse.
We must be ready to serve as an effective
for
all planetariums throughout the world. We must serve not
only our membership, but our profession.
continued examination of objectives and
become the organization that planetarium
have been thinking about for many years.
Thomas M. Gates

*******
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Kenneth E. Perkins has been elected Treasurer of
for 1973-74. He is currently Planetarium Director of the
Vandalia-Butler (Ohio) City Schools, and has been in that
system since 1958 when he received his M.Ed. from Pennsylvania State University. Ken's curriculum vita is long and
illustrious with honors, activities, community service, and
professional associations. He has for example been a long
active member of G LPA. However your Editor was most
impressed by 9th grade Debbie Miller's character sketch of
her favorite teacher which we quote unedited below. You
can draw your own conclusions ....

Mrs. Phyllis Pitluga has been elected Executive Secretary
of ISPE for 1973-74. She is retiring Secretary of MAPS.
Phyllis writes:
"As a native Californian my education through a B.A. in
science education and first few years of science teaching
were there. I then spent an exciting year at Cape Canaveral
Florida during the Gemini days. Then came the summer of
1967 - a summer destined to change my life. I attended
the planetarium institute at the State University College at
Oswego (New York), directed by Dr. George Pitluga and
attended by his son, Linton, who, a year later became my
husband. After that we began careers as planetarium instructors at the Southern Cayuga AtmospheriumPlanetarium in central New York State. During our three
years there, I completed my M.S. in astronomy education
at Oswego. This career led us to Maryland and now to
Illinois where I am happily on the professional staff at
Adler Planetarium in Chicago.
How pleasant it was to learn that I will be able to
actively participate in the growth and strengthening of
ISPE. It is my hope that during the next few years, all
planetariums (schools and museums) will recognize ISPE as
the respected organization for inspirational exchanges at
conferences and through its journal."

"Once in a person's lifetime you meet someone who you
hold in high esteem. There is a teacher at this school that I
feel falls in this category. The first sight a seventh grader has
of him is a pork pie hat jauntily placed on a mop of curly salt
and pepper hair, a bow tie bobbing up and down an Adam's
apple, and the forever present umbrella. With flashing graygreen eyes, with a touch of a mischievous boy, your first
thought is - can this be my teacher?!! Science - a hard
taught subject made fun by a voice that gives both friendship
and understanding, yet speaks with authority and commands
respect. You can tell that science is a hard taught subject by
the holely lab-jacket worn by this teacher. He is truly "the
little bit of sugar that makes the medicine go down!" He is a
devoted family man and deeply religious. I consider myself
very lucky to be counted among his students and feel that I
am a better person for having known him.
I most sincerely dedicate this to Mr. Perkins "The Mary
Poppins" of Morton Junior High School, Science Teacher
Extrad iaire."
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Astronomy & Space:

1

Edited by PATRICK MOORE
In press
$7.95

Journal for the
I-listory of Astronomy

The Milky Way

Edited by M. A. HOSKIN

An Elusive Road for Science

Cambridge University

STANLEY L. JAKI

Published every four months, the Journal
includes articles on the History of
Astrophysics and Cosmology, as well as
relevant branches of Timekeeping, Navigation,
and Geography from ancien t times to the
present day. Every issue also contains
Reviews, Notices of Books, Listings of Theses
and Dissertations.

20 plates

The first monograph on the history of man's
speculation and research on the Milky Way.
CONTENTS: Greek Hunches - Medieval Gropings Newtonian
Copernican Silence - Galilean Myopia
Distraction - Wright's Wrong - The Silent
Breakthrough - The Myth of One Island - The
Beacon from Andromeda.

Subscription information including contents of all
previously published volumes and a special new
subscriber offer is available upon request.

".. .a thorough treatment by a scholar
who is very well informed. .. "
JOSEPH ASHBROOK

Stellar Kinematics
w.

".. .it should stand for the foreseeable future as the
definitive monograph on the subject. .. "
R. H. DICKE

The Middle Period, 1610-1632

328 pages
$6.25

WILLIAM R. SHEA
illustrated

39 tables

49 figures

Payment should accompany all orders excep t those
from libraries and public institutions, which may be
billed. All books are fully guaranteed and may be
returned for full credit if unsatisfactory in any way.

A deft analysis of the vexing problem
concerning the actual relationship between
mathematics and experiment in Galileo's
scientific work.
CONTENTS: The Disciple of Archimedes
Hydrostatics and the Regulative Use of Experiments Sunspots and Inconstant Heavens
The Challenge of
the Comets - The End of the Aristotelian Cosmos: The
The World in Motion First Day of the Dialogue
The Second and Third Days of the Dialogue - The
Physical Proof from the Tides: The Fourth Day of the
Dialogue
Bibliography.
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M. SMART

CONTENTS: Preface - Introduction
The Solar
Motion - A Single Star-drift - The Two Star-streams The Ellipsoidal Theory - Statistical Parallaxes derived
from Stellar Motions - Star Clusters - Galactic
Rotation - Appendix - Astronomical Constants
Index.

Galileo"s Intellectual Revolution
Just published 200 pages
$15.95 ($12.85 prepaid)

illustrated

The first in a new series of annual volumes.
Although primarily intended for the amateur
astronomer, in-depth articles will be of
interest to the professional. Volume I
the first complete translation into .LJ~,LF,LhH.L
Antoniadi's classic, The Planet Mercury.

(Q)1]]U~U[lIIDdJfiIID~
JF([]llinfi~[lUfi®IID~
Just published 350 pages
$14.95 ($12.00 prepaid)

400 pages

§~fi®rn~® IHIfi~aCIDIT~
JF([lllinfi~ruufiCIDrn~
156 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK 10010
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On Parade

THE
MINOLTA
PLANETARIUM
De Anza College
Cupertino, California

So - another planetarium. Doesn't look like much, does
it? But, of course, we like to think it is - and people like
the things we do here, so what the hell.
The obviously magnificent architecture uses the motif of
the DeAnza campus, and gutters to catch run-off from the
dome would have spoiled its lines (but then, as ISPE
participants know, it never rains in sunny California
anyway). (EDITOR: Conference participants nearly
drowned that week!) This thoughtfulness continued to the
interior where bulky and unsightly air ducts were
conveniently hidden - in the generous 26" space behind
the inner dome. This made it unnecessary to fill more than
a few leftover spaces there with projectors or other
troublesome devices.
Although the planetarium shop was initially supplied
with two electrical outlets, we found it necessary to add
even more as the use of electricity has come more into
vogue. (The gas lighting became intolerable for close work.)
But enough of architectural triumphs!
The Minolta MS-15 projector is truly a masterpiece of
engineering, producing the most beautiful "sky" I have seen
at any planetarium - all the more amazing because of its
relatively small size (about 2/3 the Zeiss).
For the statistics-conscious it includes 303 lenses, 121
gears, more than five miles of wiring, 296 switches, weighs
1112 tons, has 1,173 nuts, bolts, and screws (not including
the nut behind the console), and projects 2,203.6 more
stars than any other planetarium in the San Francisco area.
So there!
The Omniphonic sound system includes essentially 27

complete sound systems in one, so the sound may be
moved manually or by computer to any or every place in
the chamber. The audience is as completely immersed in
the sound as they would be if it were a real event rather
than a taped one. A flushing toilet, for example, seems
almost a tidal wave, and one could become
carried away by the sound system alone.
The Omnicontrol computer system is capable
handling a vast quantity of functions. Interfacing modules
are currently being developed for various projector controls
approaching totally automated programming. The man
snoring in the seat behind you may be the lecturer.
These facilities, together with a theatrical
format, have resulted in an overwhelming impact on the
community. The theatre is used for the full range of
educational programs including pre-kindergarten and much
interdisciplinary use throughout various departments of the
area's colleges. Public use goes beyond topical astronomy
programs to include concerts, sound and light shows,
and a wide variety of multi-media presentations. In another
sense the Minolta Planetarium is part of a greater complex
- the Space Science Center - which also includes the
Foothill Planetarium, an observatory, electronics museum,
and technical laboratories; and which serves as a science
information center for the area. In any case The Minolta
Planetarium is not just an educational facility, but a theatre
in every sense of the word, the diverse uses of which we are
just beginning to explore.
Dr. Donald McDonald, Director
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This is an old shot of the console taken from an asteroid
orbiting near Jupiter. The console has since been
extended to include matching cabinets holding 19"
rack-mounting panels that may be changed for control of
new special effects .

. . . . well someone has to do the artwork.
(EDITOR:
who
else
but
the
handsome
countenance of Dr. McDonald himself.)

A peculiar growth right in the middle of the theatre made
it necessary to have fewer seats.

Tom Gates (known in the profession by the pseudonym
Thomas M. Gates) sits at the recording console in the
small room (affectionately dubbed "the outhouse")
where omniphonic programs are prepared, to show
relative size. For reference Tom is 30 feet tal!.

Hidden among the miscellaneous equipment of the shop is
electronics technician Paul Edwards.
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Orient Are", "Billy and Betty on Planet X", and "The
Constellation Jig", then you have truly found a Planetarian.
If you only have time for a quick surm ise, glance to see
if the license plate reveals anything, as does one belonging
to Planetarian Jay M. Pasachoff of the Milham Planetarium,
Williams College, in Massachusetts.

Jane's
Corner
BY

Jane

P. Geoghegan

Send your "happenings" to jane Geoghegan, 4700 W.
Grace St., Richmond, Va. 23230

Quick ID ...
Check out that second-hand-Iooking station wagon
parked outside of the camera shop. If it belongs to a
Planetarian, the floor is loaded with "junk", but of a special
type. As you shade your eyes to peer into the dusty back
window, look for these articles: small motors, spherical
objects whose diameters range from 1mm. to 3 ft., and a
box of assorted light bulbs of every possible size, shape, and
electrical capability. The faded exterior paint job, peeling
and flaking around the dented areas mentioned in a
previous issue, are another indication of a Planetarian's
vehicle.
The "dead giveaway", however, involves a careful
scrutiny of the recorded tapes strewn casually on the front
seat. If you see" Fly Me to the Moon", "Good Morning,
Starshine", anything by Debussy, "I Got the Sun in the
Morning", "Light Sings", "Red Balloon", or "In the Year
2525", you might have encountered just another gently
aging romantic. But if you spy "War of the Worlds", "1101
Swell Sound Effects", "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star",
"The Strange Case of the UFO's", "We Three Kings of

Overheard:
2nd grader:

"Do you think the moon is made of green
cheese?"
PLANETARIAN Gene Jenneman of Jesse Besser Museum,
Alpena, Michigan:
tlNo, I don't think so."
2nd grader:
tlWel1 then, what kind of cheese is it made
of?"
Thomas Hamilton, of Wagner College Planetarium,
Staten island, New York reports the following
conversation:
Mother of one of a kindergarten class: "This is all very
interesting, but I can't figure out how you make it dark
outside after you roll back the ceiling."
PLANETARIAN: "What?"
Mother: "Well, really, everyone knows you can't see the
stars if it's light outside!"

Conchy
IF VOU CIVILIZED TYPeS
A~E

so ECOLOGI{ MINDED,

WHY 00 YOU CONTINUE To
POLLU-rE EVERl/THING '?

BECAUSE
BAS{CALLt/
WE:~£

PERF-EC-rIONI6T6.

THERE ARE t-JINE PLANE.TS

IN oUR SOLAR GY6TEM-E161·n of WI-lICH CAN NOT
6UPPO~T LIFE A6 WE:

KNOW IT.

____________________________~
____________~cA~~

12-2.4

Conchy Reprinted by permission of
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PRINCIPLES OF PLANETARIUM OPERATION
Co-Editors: Frank C. Jettner and Von Del Chamberlain. This series
was originally conceived as a first-year, graduate level textbook in
planetarium education, written by the leading specialists in the field.
Installments will appear in each issue of THE PLANETARIAN until
completion. It is suggested each installment be removed from the

centerfold, punched, and
reference. ISPE and the
may be directed to either Co-Editor

THE USE OF MUSIC IN THE
by David M. Solzman, Dept. of Geography, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle

reflections. Although this is basically true, and in
true for sounds emitted from the center (such as machine
noises), proper choices of sound deadening materials and
designs for domes alleviate much of the problem. Modern
suspended perforated aluminum domes are a good example
of design in which sound attenuation is a primary concern.
The small holes do not materially affect the ability of the
projection surface to reflect star images, but a good
percentage of the sound energy is passed through the dome
to the dead air space which lies above. In similar fashion,
carpet on the floor of a planetarium chamber (becoming
more popular with increased ease of maintenance) also
contributes to sound deaden ing. Incidentally, popular
programs which result in full attendance also help deaden
machine sounds by breaking up the reflections.
Assuming reflections can be controlled, it will be
possible to place speakers at horizon level and use them for
music. Further, since the angle of dispersion of the speaker
system can be controlled, the effect of low level distributed
sound can be achieved without multiple speakers. if stereo
music is desired, one channel may be fed to a speaker
system on the horizon and the second channel to a speaker
system 1800 away along the horizon. The stereo
although not perfect, is noticeable no matter where a
person is seated in the round chamber even though
two speakers are used. While stereo effect can be pleasant
during the pre-show period, it can distract during an actual
program, and so the two channels are often comb ined.
Point source, the other type of sound system, is, as its
name implies, a speaker system which produces a sound
dispersion pattern so the listener is directed to look at the
speaker. The reason for this is the sound level increases as
one faces the speaker system. This type is particularly
effective to establish points of reference, e.g. sound coming
from the eastern horizon at sunrise.
Depending on the size of the dome, speaker systems can
be placed behind the dome in a circular array around the
horizon. Similarly, several concentric circles of speakers
may be positioned higher up the dome along with a single
speaker at the zenith. The leads from these can be brought

I. Planetarium Sound Systems
Sound reinforcement in even the smallest planetariums is
common. The primary reason for such systems is the use of
music (usually tape recorded) to set moods. Since a sound
system is needed, selection of the system presents an early
problem for those building new installations or refurbishing
old ones. In order to determine the most appropriate sound
system for a particular planetarium one must list all
anticipated uses for such equipment along with variations
which are considered probable.
1. Background Music
Monophonic
Stereophonic
Directional
Horizontal Positioning/Vertical Positioning
2. Motion Picture Sound
3. Special Effects Sound
4. Lecture
Live
Recorded
Bi-Lingual
Amplification for Hard-of-Hearing
5. Exhibit Spaces Background Music and General Paging
Background music inside the planetarium chamber is the
main concern as previously explained. Sound systems for
such purposes are usually of two distinct types; point
source, and distributed source. Distributed systems,
sometimes called low-level systems, are the type most often
found in offices and nightclubs with low ceilings. The
speakers for such systems are distributed in a
predetermined fashion so that a person sitting directly
below a speaker, and a person sitting a number of feet
away, receive relatively the same sound level. In this case
the sound surrounds everyone, and no one is "blasted out
of his seat."
Since planetarium domes are curved and intended to
reflect light, one would suspect they would also reflect
sound and make the room "live," through multiple
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once, but if new construction is envisioned, plan for the
maximum sound system plus a little more. Provide physical
space for sound equipment and, if necessary, a man to
operate it. Provide adequate air circulation, air
conditioning, electrical service, and conduit for control
wires directly to the lecture console if the sound system
will be operated from there. Also, if possible, the speaker
systems behind the dome and in the exhibit halls and other
areas should be provided at the time of construction. The
importance of this approach can be appreciated when it is
understood that the cost of installation during general
construction is minimal, perhaps one-twentieth that of
installation later. As long as wiring to these speakers is
brought back to the sound equipment area, the staff's
imagination is the only limitation.
The following list includes names of manufacturers of
equipment suitable for use in planetariums. It is by no
means complete, but can be used to obtain information on
products including pricing and engineering assistance for
prelim inary planning.

back individually to switches or a programmer which allows
the planetarium operator to select the speaker or speakers
which will be used for each effect. Thus, an object can be
followed horizontally and vertically as it moves across the
sky. Of course, it is also possible to be effective with
continuous sound from a single point source.
Since a sound motion picture film segment might be part
of a show, and since such films might be aimed at different
parts of the sky, a flexible sound system greatly increases
show possibilities.
Many planetarium operators keep special effects active
at all times even if they are not included in the current
show. Preconnected effects such as lightning and an
accompanying thunderstorm require a small tape deck or
cassette connected to the same switch wh ich activates the
visual effect. In this manner the proper relationship
between sight and sound is ensured. A small auxiliary
amplifier may be required, but the existing speakers
mounted behind the dome can also be used.
More mundane uses for the sound system must not be
overlooked. These include amplification of the lecturer's
voice or to play pre-recorded narrations. A separate
amplifier and point source speaker system is desirable for
this application. In small installations a stereo tape unit
with narration on one channel and music and sound effects
on the other is feasible.
Headphone connections for use by the hard-of-hearing
are a desirable adjunct to the sound system capabilities.
Generally, a few seats can be fitted with connectors and
headphones supplied upon request. Another use for
headphone jacks is to provide the opportunity for bi-lingual
shows. The increasing Spanish-speaking population of many
large cities makes this idea worth considering. Headphones
may also be used to eliminate entirely the need for
behind-the-dome speakers. By electronic mixing and with
the use of stereo headphones, the same effects achieved
with speakers can be realized. One advantage would be the
elimination of distractions arising from audience noise. A
variation on the idea of headphones uses small speakers
mounted within the seat itself. The Strasenburgh
Planetarium in Rochester, New York has pioneered in using
such a system. Each individual in the lecture chamber is
surrounded by sound, and the level may be adjusted
individually so that his comfort is maintained.
Depending upon the size of the installation, paging and
background music are often desirable in exhibit areas. This
can be accomplished without additional equipment.
Usually, only monophonic sound is required, and this is
provided through a distributed system set at fairly low
levels.
The foregoing are only a few possible uses of the sound
system. Such a system does not have to be installed all at

Amplifiers
Altee Lansing, 1515 South Manchester Ave., Anaheim, California
92803

Bozak, Box 1166, Darien, Connecticut 06820
Fairchild Recording Equipment Corporation,
10-40 45th Ave., Long Island City, New York 11101

McMartin Industries, 3104 Farnam St., Omaha, Nebraska 68131
Speaker Systems
Acoustic Research, Inc., 24 Thorndike St., Cambridge, Mass.
02141

Altee Lansing (see above)
Bozak (see above)
Electro- Voice, Inc., 600 Cecil St., Buchanan, Michigan 49107
Wharfdale Division, British Industries Corp., Westbury, New
York 11590

Tape Recorders
Ampex (Professional) Corp., 401 Broadway, Redwood City,
California 94063

Crown International Radio and Electronics Corporation, 1718
Mishawaka Road, Elkhart, Indiana 46514

MagnaCorder (Division of Telex, Corp.), 9600 Aldrich Ave.,
South Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420

Revox Corporation, 212 Mineola Ave., Roslyn Heights, New
York 11577

Scully

Recording

Instrument

Company,

480

Bunnell

St.,

Bridgeport, Connecticut 06607

Microphones
AKG (Division of North American Philips Corporation) 100 East
42nd St., New York, New York 10017

Altec Lansing (see above)
Electro-Voice (see above)
Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Illinois 60204

page 18 - (Continued on page 23)
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HOPLOCK

THE MODEL 3200
A Panorama Projector for Planetariums
and Modern Auditori ums

This projector has four separate lens
trains, pcrmilling the unique versatility
of four separate dissolves per frame and
any combina tion of panoramic and rill·
in images totalling 32. Although designed for usc in domes 40' and larger,

this system can be adapted for any size
installatio n.

TECHNI CAL SPECIFICATIONS:

OTH ER OUTSTAND ING FE ATURE S:

field angulu diameter, 30° .
ltil~ lenses, 2@90mm , 2@ I SO mm.
lighl

~urtes,

<I

of 250 w. quarlt

up~cily.

h~logtn lamp~

@ 110 Y.

32 of 3S mm ~Iides .
cool in g system, 2 of CfM f8 0 Pa molo r fans.
drive. di re ci sproct ci chai n type coupled 10 miCloswi lCh.
mOlor, Globe "T. R.\\' . plancury gcar D.C., 27 v.
powt r suppl~, in[ ero.;tl solid-slalt with 110 ". inpu!.
sh ippi n!: WI. Jppro>.. 15 Ibs.
IS" L>. 10" W }, 9" H.
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wmplelely light· tight.
noiseless fdns and slide·ch~nging mechanism.
"irlu4I1 y unlimited fle>.ibi l it~ in cfl~ling compound
im~gery Ihrough dissohes and largt capaci ty.
completely ~daptable to any control synem.
tas~ to lo~d from either side.
complettl~
posili'-e reginration, indeud by micro·
switched sproclel'chain dd,t.
four rub~r'moun l cd Itg$,each adjustJble up to I \~".
delu>.t anodi:ed constr uction for m.ny \'cars of !fouble·
free performance, including no mechdnical maintenance
or lubrication required with lifetime seJlcd bCdrin&s, d
built·in Irouble light. ~nd immediate Jccessibili ty for
ch'1I1ging lamps.
dn dl l rdcli\'e walr\Ut wood'&rained finbh wilh chrom~
Irim.

ADVE RTI SING BROCHUR E

If your planetarium dome is 18 feet in diameter

and up, consider these panorama systems ...
THE MODEL 1600
This compact panarama projector is designed for

smaller IhcJlrcs with restricted cove sp,lce but giving
all the same unique features of its big brother, the
MODEL 3200. Two separate Leitz lens Irains offer a
dissolve capabili ty, and the big 16 slide carrier
permits enough flexibilit y in image project ion for
almost ,myone any pair combinalions of panoramic
and fill-in images totalling 16, Noise-free, light-tigh t,
maintenance·free, easy to operate, durablc construc·
tion, attractive appearance all characteristics of the
entire Hoplock line of planctarium projectors.
TECHN ICAL SPECIF ICATIONS FOR MODEL 1600
(sa me as MODEL 3200 except)
Leit z t~n) \r.ins, 2@90 mm.
light !ioOurccs, 2 of250 w. 110 v. qu~rtl
capOl.ci t ~, 16 of )5 mm ~lidu
cooling system, CFM f80 P~motor r~n
shipping wt. ~pprox. II lb.
10"Lx7W' W x9"H

h~togen t~mps

THE \lODEl600
Thi~

<lm<lling mini-projector is especially useful in an y

planetarium

because

of its compact size, slide

capaci ly for six panoramic images, and ,\ unique buillin electronic control package. Find thc same general
utility and conmuction features as Ihc MODEL 3200
packed into this liny unit, To achieve a maximum
image projec t ion effect, try a SCI of six Model 600
projectors.

TECH N ICA L SPECIF ICATION S FOR MODEL GOO

(sa me as MODEL 3200 excepl )

so

lCilt Iw~ 1I41n,
mm.
light <,(Iurcc, one 250 w. 110 V. QU4UI halogen
I~mp

cdPJcil~,

6 of 35 mm

5lidc~

coolin/: $ySlcm, CFM f KO l'dmOlor fdO
shipping WI . ~pprox. 7 lb.
9" L x 9" IV ~ 6" H

D. A. HOPLOCK

~

COM PAN

1346 CLIFTON STREET . WI NN IPEG, MAN ITOBA , R3E

If it's motion you want, consider the all-new

Model 2003-10 Mirror Zoom System.
This unique system consists or

d

10: I zoom, com-

TECHNICA L DATA AN D FEATURES:

bined with a single mi'rror unit to give pldnetarium
producers a new dimension in mO l ion. As the image is

projector, Prodovit "250" Color

zoomed, sweep il ,lS much as 1800 across the dome

light source, 250 w. @ 2 " v.

both vertically and horilontally.

cl\ccplionally smooth mo t ions in both X .. nd Y
directions through mOlor and btuing design
X and Y motions conlrollcd through system of .,

10: 1 loom tens, Angenicux (120-12)

microswitchcs
mirror, 12" x 12", sup ported on adjustable tripod

all pans bl~ck ~nodi1.cd
mOlor, Globe T.R.W. plancUry gear, 27 v, D.C.
cOlliinuously vari.ablc
~oom proiector. IS" Lx 9" W x 7"' H
mirror unit, 12" W x 1'1" H

IECT ION SYSTEMS DIV I SION

\NADA . T EL. (204) 78 6 -2250

D. A. HOPLOCK

~

COM PANY

PROJECTION SYSTEMS DI V ISION

1346 CLIFTON STREET . WI NNIPEG. MAN ITOBA. R3E 2V2, CANADA . TEL , (204 ) 786·2250

EQUIPMENT ENQUIRY FORM
Name ______________________________________________________________________________
Addre~

______________________________________________________________________
Province/State ______________________________

City
Country _____________________________________

Postal Code/ Zip Code

Telephone
Type 01 Installation _________________________________________________________________________

Type of Quotation Desired :

Direct Purchase
a
3 Year Lease Plan a
5 Year Lease Plan a

PleCise lIottl that all panoramll projecti on systems c;m be sold on a lease·to·own plan desi!] nerl Tn meet your
particu lar budget and for as little as 5117 per mon th !

MODEL 3200

Panorama project or (as illust rated). 32 slide capacity. Recommended fo r 40' - 75' domes. Available
in six ( 1800 ), nine (270 0 ) and twelve (360 0 ) un it systems.

o

MODEL 1600

Compact panorama projector [as illustrated). 16 sl ide capaci t y. Recommended fo r 24' - 75' coves
wi th limit ed space. Avai lable in six (1800 ). nine (270 0 ), and twelve (360 0 ) unit system s.

o

MODEL 600

Mini panorama projector (as illustrated). 6 slide capacity. Recommended f or 18' - 75' domes.
Availabl e in six (1800 ), nine (270 0 ). and twelve (360 0 ) unit panorama system s depending on dome
dimensions.

o

MODEL 2003· 10 Mirror·Zoom system (as illustrated!' Complete with Prodovit "250" prOjector, Angenieux 120, 12
zoom lens and mirror mou nt. (Also avai lable with N IKKOR 300·50 zoom lens!.

a

MODEL 2002· 10 Zoom projector (see illustration of Model 2003·10). Complete wi th Prodovit "250" projector and
Angenieux 120· 12 zoom lens. (Also available with Nikkor 300·50 zoom lens!.

a

MODEL 200 1

o

Mirror mount. Single mirro r unit as illust rated in Model 2003·10.

OTHER EQ U IPMENT - YQUR REQUEST _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
For further m formCltion rf>9ard iny HQPLOCK PROJECTION SYSTEMS con tact :
Marketlny Division
D.A. Haplock & Co.
1346 Clifton Street
Wi nnipeg. Manitoba, R3E 2V2
Canada

SOlZMAN (continued)
Most modern equipment is relatively free from
maintenance problems due primarily to the use of
transistorized "plug-in" circuits. Trouble can be prevented
through the use of adequate air conditioning and
venti lation as mentioned before and by a program of
regular preventive maintenance and testing. The availability
at the planetarium, of technical staff will, of course,
determine the type of maintenance program. If such staff is
available, the program outlined here may be undertaken by
planetarium personnel. But often, even with a technical
staff on hand, a more thorough, satisfactory and
economical program can be attained through the use of a
maintenance contract with a professional audio contractor.
The steps outlined below provide a very effective
maintenance program requiring only about two hours a
week. Equipment necessary for such maintenance includes
an audio signal generator, an oscilloscope, a tape head

alignment tape, and various clean ing and de-magnetizing
devices. In addition, a log book for record keeping is
mandatory.
Weekly maintenance should include the cleaning,
checking and recording performance of tape units. If several
tape units are in use, each week a different tape unit can be
serviced. It is imperative that accurate logs and records be
kept so all equipment is tested each month and the results
summarized. Then, if trouble develops, rapid repair will
probably be possible and the performance schedule of the
planetarium be impaired the minimum.
The magnetic heads of the tape deck units are the most
delicate elements of the system. To maximize head life and
to ensure maximum fidelity reproduction, only one kind of
magnetic tape should be used for the life of the heads. If
monthly cleaning and de-magnetizing is carried out, and if
on each test an alignment tape is fed across the heads,
problems can be largely avoided.

sleep would seem to be an indicator of poor selection!
Music then is not necessarily an aid. Though it may be
complementary to the material and the mood, music may
also be neutral or even distracting. There are times in any
presentation when music may be omitted or used as
neutrally as possible so that visual, mechanical, or some
other type of audible experience can predominate. In fact,
periods of silence, if carefully arranged, actually create
possibilities for broadening the audience's experience.
Music then, may be viewed as a device, an effect, an
extension of artistic possibilities with which to increase the
audience's ability to understand and appreciate every other
element of the demonstration. However, no music, no
matter how carefully chosen and recorded, can save a
program which is poorly conceived and executed. These
remarks are not intended to convey the feeling that
planetarium lectures must be filled from end to end with
music or that lectures devoid of music must necessarily
be inartistic, poorly organized, or ineffective. But music,
like visual effects, and the mechanical equipment, offers
an additional tool for the emotional involvement of the
audience.
One might wish that a textbook could detail what is
acceptable and unacceptable in planetarium music. But this
cannot be done because the nature of lectures, lecturers and
equipment vary widely as does personal taste. As in most
things, there is no single right way. In the past, most
planetariums relied heavily on the resources of classical
music, due both to the predilections of the program
planners and to the sense of dignity which society attaches
to such music. But such a restrictive view prohibits the

II. Music and Sound Effects
for the Planetarium Show
Music used in the planetarium chamber can be one of
the most important aspects of the sky show presentation.
Of course, music helps set mood and create beauty, and it
thus helps to establish the goals and philosophy of every
planetarium production. Appropriate music can serve as a
backbone for the lecture structure and help establish a
rhythm for the entire show. Furthermore, in small
planetariums with low budgets and minimal technical
resources, music can help overcome these limitations so the
programs can be dramatic and involving.
Before the question of appropriate music can be
approached however, one must have a clear sense of what
kind of experience the planetarium show should be. Is it a
teaching/learning experience in the sense of the traditional
classroom? Is it entertaining? Is it artistic? Can it be a
combination of these things? The most effective and
enjoyable teaching/learning experiences are those in which
material is presented with accuracy, grace, some lightness
and a strong sense of form. In this sense, a planetarium
program may be viewed as a multi-media experience which
accomplishes most of its educational effect by engaging the
audience in a highly emotional context. Perhaps for this
reason one is amused by planetarium operators who, in
their zeal to represent night, start with music of the most
nocturnal, quiet and innocuous character. Experience
teaches that there are already ample enough reasons to
sleep during planetarium shows without the aid of lullabies!
If music has the capacity to help set or establish mood,
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mood of the lecture and the subject. Nothing is more
distressing than music which is out of character or played at
a volume which distracts the audience from the speaker or
the visual effects. If you believe that the music
chosen makes a unique and important statement, remain
silent and let the music talk.

energetic, innovative and often sensitive effects which can
be achieved through the use of contemporary music both in
the classical and popular traditions. Thus electronic music,
music from films, and even popular music such as the
Beatles deserve a place in planetarium productions.
What is essential is that the music be appropriate to the

drawing (thirty feet high) of Amen Ra flashes on the dome.
After the second musical climax, a nine-second period of
softer music serves as background while the lecturer intones
(live) a portion of an actual Egyptian hymn to the sun.
Then, as the music becomes louder again, the image of the
planetarium sun is brought up directly within the
image of the sun on the head of the Amen Ra figure. As the
final chords of the music ring out, the figure of Ra fades
and the sun remains alone in the sky. After a pause of four
seconds, the lecturer begins .... "Today, we talk about the
sun." It might be added, sadly, that this music has, as of
th is writing, become something of a cliche. Thus its
effectiveness today will be less than it was a few years ago
when the author used it in this way, but the example stands
as to what is possible.

II L Selecting the Musical Program
Even after considering the ideas mentioned above, there
still remains the problem of actually selecting the music and
sound effects for a given program. When beginning, it is
often useful to have the help of a programmer from a local
music station or the music director of a church, school or
theater group. You can also find help in the professional
planetarium literature where specific program descriptions
have been published.
Since it is impossible in a reasonably short space to
consider the entire multitude of effects produced in a
planetarium demonstration along with appropriate music,
only a few will be specifically mentioned. The following list
of effects and music from planetarium shows is intended to
be suggestive. It obviously does not include many selections
wh ich are acceptable nor does it include selections wh ich
will always work for any show. Of course, in making
particular selections, one must consider the character, pace,
and content of the entire show as well as the subject then
under discussion.

B. Full Stars
At many planetariums the sky is allowed to go dark
without stars so that the drama of the full stars might be
enhanced. In others, a similar effect is sought by holding
back on the stars so they can be brought up dramatically to
full brightness. Probably this is the single most
effect the planetarium projector has to offer. Again, music
can lead in many directions of mood and it is up to the
lecture planner to select the most fitting music. The section
"Spring" from The Seasons by Vivaldi is at once dramatic
and brightly scored. After a few seconds at high volume,
the music can be faded to whatever levels are appropriate
and the lecture continued. Much rich and dramatic music
may be found among the Symphonies of Mahler (for
instance, the third movement of his Fourth Symphony).
Again, keeping in a mythologic vein, the "Dance of the
Blessed Spirits" from the opera Orfeo and Eurydice
Gluck, produces good effect. It might also be mentioned
that should the lecture have a particular historic theme, this
theme can be carried forward by the musical
accompaniment for the full stars. Thus music from the "Ars
Nova" period in Florence and written by Galileo's father,
Vincenzo Galilei, was once used during a show in which
the changing ideas concerning celestial mechanics was
explored.
This chapter will be concluded in the next issue of THE
PLANETARIAN.

A. Sunset
If a slow reflective effect is desired, the Samuel Barber
Adagio for Strings makes a good selection. In the same
fashion, if a more dramatic, portentous effect is sought, the
"Magic Fire Music" from Die Walkure might be used or the
Overture to Tannheuser, also by Wagner. If one were
programming a show on mythology and the constellations,
the overture to A Mid-Summer Night's Dream by
Mendelssohn establishes a light and romantic mood.
For those shows which do not begin with a conventional
sunset, there are innumerable selections to fit the
requirements. For instance, consider a special show dealing
with solar eclipses such as might be given when one is
locally due and public interest is high. Its beginning can be
intended to be as dramatic as possible. At the start, the
lights can be slightly lowered so the audience more-or-Iess
feels the change in illumination, rather than seeing it. The
intent can be to make people just a trifle uncomfortable
and edgy. Then, after a few seconds, the trumpet call
sounds at the beginning of Also Sprach Zarathustra by
Richard Strauss. At the first fortissimo chord, a line
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"Never before was an instrument created whi
instructive as this, never before one so bewitchi
said Danish astronomer Elis Stroemgren in the early
twenties after a performance staged with the world's
first planetarium projector-built by Zeiss.
During the past five decades the projection concept and the basic design of this major breakthrough
have often been copied-never equalled. But Zeiss
engineers have combined their know-how with half a
century's technological advances to improve the unequalled, to enhance the realism of the heavens, and
perfect the precision of the engineering. Modern electronics have been added to the point where the silent

ill III III

Giant's operation can be completely computerized.
There is nothing like the quality of Zeiss
and the durability of the gear work which has established a record of several decades of dependable service.
I t was the Zeiss planetarium in Chapel Hill, N.
where America's astronauts received their training for
the Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, and now Skylab space
projects.
For more information write to Carl Zeiss, Inc.,
444 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10018.

SHOWROOMS IN: BOSTON, CHICAGO, COLUMBUS, HOUSTON, LOS ANGELES, SAN FRANCISCO, WASHINGTON, D. C., MONTREAL, TORONTO, VANCOUVER

IBIII
THE GREAT NAME IN OPTICS

WEST GERMANY

SOME THOUGHTS ON TILTED FLOORS IN HYPER-HEMISPHERES ... or

Let's Not Jilt The Tilt
by Donald M. Lunetta, Chappaqua, N. Y.
The standard planetarium projection hemisphere has
limited production value when used with modern
projection devices. Considering the design of newly
developed planetarium and planetarium-type instruments
such as all-sky motion film projectors, creative sound, and
environmental controls, there needs to be a re-examination
of traditional planetarium architectural standards. This
paper examines some of the major characteristics of the
tilted and flat-horizon projection domes.
The illustrations and examples given represent only one
simple line of thinking concerning this kind of design
philosophy. There are many possible variations to the
architectural layout of both seating and dome position as
well as projection techniques. The great variety of new
projection devices and the varied production that results
from same is an entire subject that warrants separate
treatment.
The Figures Band C, illustrate some design parameters
inherent to a uni-directional seating layout mounted on a

tilted floor in a hyper-hemisphere. I have tried to consider
normal planetarium simulation as an example but will make
comments concerning other kinds of simulations that are
not standard and, in fact, can only be totally
inside the hyper-hemisphere design.
Let us assume (and after careful thought this is more
than just an assumption) that we are not bound
traditional hardware designs and that our objective is to
have the ultimate simulation. One of the most important
considerations in attempting to make the first step towards
a realistic horizon system is to establish the viewer's
eye-level to be the same distance from the floor as the
projected horizon line. There have been valiant attempts to
do th is by lowering the dome's spring line, thus raising the
seating platform (Figure A). From viewing distances of
40-50 feet certain planetarium room designs have been
fairly successful. The major difficulty is that in order to
view a good horizon, the observer has to accept distorted
images above the horizon, particularly on his side of the
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FIGU RE A. A standard, low cove line, flat floor,
50' dome. The maximum, realistic, vertical
projection height is 10'. The fictitious horizon is
always above the average eye-level of the
audience. Viewing angles showing the least
distortion are between points 4 and 10, the
areas with the smallest number of seats and the
most disturbing instrument occultation. In this
plan the total audience has four local reference
meridians (LCM), creating an equal observation.
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Donald M. Lunetta is currently an
independent consultant in the construction
of control!f;d environment theaters.
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FIGURE B.
A 50' diameter hyper-hemisphere
with a 15 0 tilted floor. The perfect hemisphere
is at the fictitious horizon line (eye-level). The
average eye-level is closer to being parallel to the
hemisphere's spring line, allowing for a greater
vertical projection area. Due to the one way
seating configuration, the audience has one local
reference meridian. A typical 360 0 horizon line
can be projected all the way around the dome
with the addition of extensive foreground
projection (beneath eye-level) through points
X--LCM--Y. The best viewing angles are
between points 5 through 13, the zones with
the greatest number of seats.

_ _..LX
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1 audience reference
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FIGURE C.
A 50' diameter hyper-hemisphere
with a 30 0 tilted floor, increasing the vertical
projection area to 25' and extending both
foreground and horizon silhouette projection
areas. The ideal viewing angles are, as in Figure
B, from the points of maximum seating. The
vertical images projected to the dome's gravity
zenith appear normal because the images are so
large the observer cannot get back far enough to
see the total picture. To further illustrate this
perspective, one could draw a line perpendicular
to the fictitious horizon through point 3, and
this vertical height (on the dome) represents a
standard working area for nondistorted vertical
projection.
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Typical production scene:
An astronomer (A) showing a group (B) constellations or any phenomena in the sky.
Astronomer and group on a hillside, a cliff behind, a stream in front and trees all around.
1

0000 Trees

*

~Stream
( A)
(B)(8) (B)(B)

Cliff

FIGU RE D. A typical example of the differences in auxiliary projection as used on a dome with flat floor and a
hyper-hemisphere with tilted floor. The hyper-hemisphere maintains a 360 0 x 180 0 stellar projection, interrupted
only by horizon silhouettes as in nature, while placing all foreground detail beneath the average eye-level. The flat
floor hemispheric screen compresses all foreground and silhouette into the narrow strip that is always above the
average eye-level.
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dome. The obvious compromise and ideal condition is to
have all participants in the center of the room viewing every
event from at least 40 feet. Knowing the impracticality of
this, how can one approach the optimum design?

have projected images 12 feet high, but images that
bend noticeably. As one can see from Figures A, B,
depending on the tilt angle, one has between 15' and 25' of
vertical projection space for normal horizon projection
as one will see in later discussion, up to 50' for
cases.

Referring to Figures A, B, and C consider the portion of
the audience with the best lines of sight to the chosen
horizon (eye-level). One can generally accept rows four
through ten for example A, five through thirteen for
example B and three through eleven for example C. In the
"normal" flat dome circular seating plan, the smallest
number of seats are located towards the center (the ideal
viewing position). In the unidirectional seating plan with
the tilted floor, the largest number of seats are located in
the optimum viewing zone for eye-level/horizon line. In the
flat dome circular seating plan, due to four local reference
meridians, the producer is forced to rotate his visual
storyline around the dome, making for discomfort at every
point in the audience many times during the program,
thereby
continuously
disrupting
levels
of
concentration/participation. The argument that each
quadrant of seating has a large portion of dome to observe
becomes illogical if the visuals are not properly oriented to
that field of view. It is important to force the audience
viewpoint to different parts of the dome, but it is equally
important to maintain unanimity of perspective. In the
uni-directional tilted floor plan, the visuals are always
aligned with the entire audience's orientation, and the
compromise of eye-level/viewing distance of the front rows
can be compensated by good architectural design. Even in
the case of McGraw-Hill's intended 50' dome, where the
front rows will come very close to the viewing screen, we
determined that those observers could be comfortable and
content with the program. Therefore, up to this point, one
can reason that, regardless of depth of foreground (the next
consideration), the proper ratio between projected horizon
and observer sight line is much better in the tilted floor
design. I will consider this aspect as a production advantage
later.

Why is such extensive foreground imagery required? This
question is perhaps best answered by Figure D showing the
astronomer and his guests viewing the sky from a hillside. If
a producer is truly interested in convincing the audience
they are in an actual scene, he must appreciate the area
required for vertical projection that permits projection of
different size objects representing different distances from
the observer's place in space.
Examining "the typical scene", an astronomer and group
are standing on a hillside that slopes down to a stream and
back up to a wooded hillside. Behind them is a high cliff.
Looking at the cross-section of this scene and going from
the cliff to the stream, one can start with the cliff projected
high above the horizon and in back of the audience. Thus,
if anyone chooses to turn around, his scan is interrupted by
a massive stone cliff that extends 30 to 35 feet above him.
Over and beyond the cliff edge he would see the stars. The
supporting horizon line (starting at X & Y) along with the
depressed and extended foreground is designed (through
artwork) to suggest the sloping hillside. The "beneath the
feet screen" at the front of the dome starting from its base
would show the hillside foreground, the stream, and then in
carefu lIy planned size relationships, various size trees,
rocks, etc., to finish up the job of push ing away and
flattening out the horizon. In a "normal" flat dome, the
cliff, hill, stream, etc. would be compressed into the narrow
10' high strip.
Referring to the stretched out horizons in Figure E, one
can see the shape of the foreground and the continuous
strip above the horizone line (true horizon) as in the
conventional planetarium (false horizon based on dome
spring line). However, note that the vertical distance from
the horizon line (eye-level) to the maximum height in the
tilted dome has doubled that of the flat dome. By carefully
comparing the diagrams, one can find there are many
simulations that can now be done with the extended
foreground. Examples could be the view over the bow of a
ship at sea, a high-speed run down a roadway, a totally
convincing take-off from a runway, looking down at a
celestial object when in orbit about it, a more convincing
view of the sky from the backyard, looking down from a
mountain top, being immersed in a starfield as in open
space, looking up from a valley floor, looking down from a
tower or high building or looking out and up from under
the sea.

The truly effective horizon projection system not only
requires an accurate eye-level but also an extensive amount
of foreground detail. This is needed to overcome the
traditional feeling of sitting in a hole looking up at each and
every subject. It is one thing to look up at the stars but
another to look up at the sea (unless you're drowning), to
look up at a valley, to look up at a street (unless you're in a
manhole), or to look up at anything that is generally
beneath your feet. Traditional designers attempted to
overcome this problem by dropping the springline of the
dome in reference to the observer's eye-level; however, the
maximum amount of vertical space for projection on a 50'
dome is still only 10'. On a few special occasions, some
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FIGURE E.
These stretched out, horizon/foreground projections show the diminishing baseline of the
hyper-hemisphere in comparison to the unrealistic, always equal baseline of the dome with the flat floor. As in
nature the hyper-hemisphere projection technique creates an enlarging cone of detail away from the observer's feet
(foreground ).

allows for a considerable number of never before used
environmental simulations that will be required if an
institution intends to accurately demonstrate the
number of events that should be part of a new
"planetarium/theater.' ,
4. The tilted floor hyper-hemisphere dome combination
will also permit the use of total hemisphere motion film
projection with maximum viewing and comfort for the
total audience.
5. Making use of the scrim capability of a perforated
aluminum dome, one can have a performing stage centered on the local reference meridian allc)wing the entire
audience to comfortably view live action without sacrificing
any of the media-oriented projection devices in the theater.
Present use of live theater in planetarium chambers
precludes use of the starball and many other devices that
project from the center of the room (due to the fact that
this is where the stage is placed). Using the scrim effect, the
external stage becomes visible purely as a function of back
lighting without disturbing any of the other elements.

Convincing the audience they could walk forward and
into the scene only really occurs when the eye-level is
proper. A good example is the large screen motion film
IMAX at Ontario Place in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. The
observer eye-level and projected horizon lines are very
close, the foreground is extended, curving towards the
audience's feet; so the feeling of being "there" is very
convincing.
In conclusion:
1. Audience viewing distance and sight lines are better in
a uni-directional tilted floor design. More of the audience is
comfortable and all of the audience has the same local
reference meridian. The story is brought to the audience in
the same scale at the same time.
2. All traditional planetarium systems can be used in the
tilted floor design with the increased advantage of a larger
vertical projection area. The gravity-oriented cutoff of the
lower side of the horizon, however illogical, can be
duplicated.
3. The extended foreground capability of the tilted floor
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FROM AQUARIUM
AQUARIOS&B

Announcing:

DESIGN/MANAGEMENT/CONSULTING

Lifted from the MAPS Constellation:

A service organization for large
and small planetariums, multisensory theaters, and controlled learning environments. Donald M. Lunetta
is now operating a full time business providing total planning that
ranges from fund raising to program
operations. Present clients include
public schools (K - 12), community
colleges, museums, and industry.

by Robert L. Rigalo, Gustafson Planetarium

Ever try to opaque slides that require good lighting?
Ever wish for the ability to clearly see the detail work on
slides that you want to opaque? Here is a method I found
very convenient and inexpensive. Take a light from a small

For more information please call
(914) 238-3945.

DONALD M. LUNETTA

64 Pinec1iff Road
Chappaqua, N.Y. 10514

aquarium (5 gallon size). Insert a low wattage, white frosted
lamp. Over the top, cut either a piece of frosted glass (plain
glass in emergencies) or a piece of th in lucite, backed with
thin white tissue paper. To the unbacked or unfrosted side,
gently tack the slide(s) with masking tape. You can see the
outlines and detail work without eye strain and with no
distracting shadows on the slide(s). When you are done, put
the lamp back on the aquarium tank.

SATURN RISE PROJECTOR
Saturn rises or sets over its moon Iapetus.
Rugged moon-like landscape in foreground with
the planet rising in the background. A dramatic
sequence to add to your presentation.
Approximately one minute rising time.

*******
Wonder why your paper hasn't been
published yet? Chances are it Y s because we need more pages for THE
PLANETARIAN. The immediate solution
is for everyone to help raise the
circulation. Send for a supply of
order blanks today!

A two-projector set, of all metal construction,
suitable for any size dome.
300 Watt each, 110 Volt, 60 Hz
Price $ 330. Delivered and guaranteed
SKY-SKAN, Inc.
P.O. Box 3832
Rochester, New York
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THE CREATIVE PRESS RELE
by Lois

J,

de Vries, Newark Museum Planetarium

There are many ways of advertising the planetarium, all
crucial to securing public support for the facility,
Fortunately, the planetarium can be worked into several
types of news stories; educational, human interest, social,
community, cultural, feature, and the common
press-release, intended to recruit customers for your current
exciting program.
Whatever your situation, sooner or later you will find
the need to make news. When the news may not be
important enough for a personal interview, you can make
good use of the press release.
A good news release will not only inform, it will also
advertise and generate interest. One must, of course, be sure
that the quality of the program measures up to its
description. An audience disappointed by a "come-on" will
not be fooled a second time.
Most public programs will attract a cross-section of
people, children, adults, students, amateurs, first-timers,
and the merely curious. Your program and your press
release should have something for everyone.
The majority of your readers will know nothing at all
about astronomy, so use layman's language. If there is no
way around a technical term, be sure to explain it; and be
carefu I to be accurate.
The selling of science need be neither dull nor dry. If
imaginative language is not one of your strong points, read
a few quality science-fiction stories or a popularized book
of astronomy. Both types of books usually have interesting
chapter headings or themes which can be adapted for show
titles and program content.
Not a good writer? Have someone check your grammar
and composition before you send the finished product off
to the newspaper. Keep a Dictionary, Thesaurus, and
College Handbook at hand. An English teacher or librarian
can be very helpful with editing, manuscript form and other
like problems.
Do not describe the program in too great detail.
(Surprisingly, this seems to be a common mistake.) If you
have already told the audience everything there is to know
about the program, why should they come all the way to
the planetarium to see it?
Every press release should include: the name of the
planetariu m, the street address and telephone number, the
days and hours of opening, admission charges if any, age
limit, the name of the particular planetarium program, and

whom the paper may contact for further information. The
press release should be double-spaced. If more than one
page is needed (not normally for a show description), the
word "MORE" should appear at the bottom of each page,
and the word "END" at the conclusion of the release.
Use the theme of your program or some of the effects
that will actually be used during the presentation to catch
the interest of the reader. Here are two examples:

I.
During the hot summer months, the Funnyname Planetarium
invites you to visit the air-conditioned Planetarium on
Mondays and Wednesdays, at 12:15 p.m., for a half-hour trip
to the North Pole - Land of the Midnight Sun. With the aid
of the Funnyname instrument and auxiliary projectors, the
planetarium visitor will be instantly transported to the icy
wastelands of the North Pole .....

II.
Imagine yourself reclining in a comfortable, spaceage design
chair in the middle of Funnyname Park, with a cool breeze
rustling through the trees, relaxing music drifting
mysteriously out of the sky, and the stars twinkling
overhead.
Imagine yourself
suddenly transported to a crater on the
moon. The earth is thousands of miles behind you; the sun
appears as a blinding sphere against a black sky
a sky filled
with stars that no longer twinkle.
Your-Show, the current program at the Funnyname
Planetarium, is the tale of the time-traveler, Light.

It is always a good idea to include a little "fill" in the
news release, since newspaper editors have a habit of
cutting every item beyond recognition. I particularly recall
our release supplying information on the recent solar
eclipse. The release was a laboriously worked-out, two page
piece, sent out as a special mailing. We had hoped that its
length would insure that at least the essentials would find
their way to the pUblic. The piece appeared in a local paper
as one line, thrown in amongst the Museum's other news.
But to our horror, that one line read: "and on July 10, the
planetarium will present a total eclipse of the sun". Which
just goes to show that sometimes even your best efforts will
go for naught!
(End)
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REGIONAL ASSOCIATION

ANNOUNCEMENT
A pamphlet Hlnformation For
The Planetarian will soon be
tion. For your free copy
write
Mr. John F. Christian
Division of Science & Math
Genesee
1401 E. Court Street
Flint, Michigan 48503

NEWSBEAT
What's happening in your section of the world? This is
your spot to share it with others. This section of THE
PLANETARIAN is for you, about you, and by you.
Simply communicate with your Regional Contributing
Editor; he's dying to hear from you! If you don't keep
him informed, the rest of our membership in ISPE and
the total community of astronomy education will be in
the dark too.

HELP ....
Your Executive Editor has lately been receiving
numerous letters from individuals seeking new employment
in planetarium education and a few advising of openings.
Honestly folks, we wish we could help you, but there
only so many hours in the day, attempting to operate a
Jettner employment service in addition to everything else
has become just too much. We are most reluctant to tie up
our limited page space in THE PLANETARIAN
resumes, nor could we possibly begin to keep up with the
demand. However, if someone would like to volunteer to
serve as a Careers Editor for ISPE to take over this work,
we would be pleased to publish a separate mimeographed
insert in each issue with such information. Is there a good
samaritan out there somewhere?

Regional Contributing Editors
GLPA, David L. DeBruyn, Grand Rapids Public
Museum, 233 Washington SE, Grand Rapids, Mich.
49502.
MAPS, Gerard E. Muhl, Strasenburgh, Planetarium,
663 East Ave., Rochester, N.Y. 14607.
PA C
Sig Wieser, Calgary Centennial Planetarium, P.O. Box 2100, Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
PPA, Thomas M. Gates, Space Science Center, 12345
El Monte Rd., Los Altos Hills, CA 94022.
RMPA (acting), Martin McDonald, University of
Wyoming, Univ. Station Box 3905, Laramie, Wyo. 82070.
SEPA, Robert J. Hitt, Chesapeake Planetarium, 300
Cedar Rd., Chesapeake, V A 23320.
SWAP, John L. Cotton, Jr., 3717 Purdue, Dallas,
Texas 75225.
International Editor, Vacant.

MEET THE PLANETARIAN

Circulation Director Ronald N. Hartman

Because of special commitments in this issue,
items received for the NEWSBEAT section have
been transferred to the special ISPE Convention
News insert. Look for NEWSBEAT in its regular
space in the next issue.

laments his favorite hobbies
but he's had little time to
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The Technical Side

Figure 2

Conducted by O. Richard Norton
Fleischmann A tmospherium-Planetarium
Desert Research Institute
University of Nevada
This is the fourth and final article in the series on the
production of motions in the planetarium. In past articles,
circular, linear, and elliptical motions were discussed as
separate entities. These motions can be combined in
numerous ways to produce a great variety of symmetrical
and apparently random motions. This is the subject of the
following article.
There are so many and varied motions that are possible
using combinations of linear and circular mechanisms that
it is impossible to adequately cover the topic here. I will
attempt. therefore, only to illustrate the techniques with
two examples; one symmetrical and repetitive and the
other random.
An example of a symmetrical and repetitive motion is
the epicyclic motion of the Ptolemaic system. This can be
easily simulated by projecting an image that uses in
combination both circular and linear motion. First, a
portion of a great circle is projected across the planetarium
sky. This could be either optically projected using two wide
angle projectors in combination or a "brute force"
projector such as the Spitz triangle projector. The former is
more desirable since it produces a bright, sharply defined
circle that can be colored. This circle represents the
deferent of the Ptolemaic System. (Figure 1) On this circle

circle. Thus, the effect of a planet moving on the circle is
destroyed. The circle may be rotated using methods
described in the June, 1972 issue.
Next, the motion of the deferent is produced by moving
the image of the rotating circle lineally along the deferent,
the deferent passing through the center of the circle. This
linear motion is simply produced by the tilting mirror
systems described in the September issue. If the deferent
line and circle is deleted leaving only the planet image, the
planetarium background stars act as references and an
epicyclic motion of the planet becomes apparent.
Perhaps the best example of the use of random motion
in the planetarium is the simulated landing of a spacecraft
on a planetarium perimeter landscape. To accomplish this
realistically, the operator should actually land the ship with
manual controls on the console. Four functions are
necessary. First, at least a 2: 1 motorized and reversible
zoom lens provides a third dimension to the space craft. In
some instances along the landing trajectory, this is the
motion seen. The scene begins with the spacecraft close to
the horizon and at minimum zoom. Vertical motion to lift
the craft as it approaches along with an increasing zoom
makes the craft appear to move toward the observer. This
verticle motion is accomplished by tilting a mirror as in
Figure 2 of the September issue. A target is selected along
the skyline on which to land the spacecraft. The controls
are manipulated to send the spacecraft to this point. A
horizontal motion of the spacecraft at right angles to the
vertical motion is now necessary to maneuver the craft
along the horizon to the target landing site. One problem
immediately arises as soon as the mirror is moved
horizontally. Before moving the mirror horizontally, the
optical axis of the projector is on a plane perpendicular to
the mirror. As the mirror is moved horizontally, the
perpendicular mode is destroyed. Using the vertical and
horizontal motions will now cause a rotation of the image.
This can be effectively used if the slide can be rotated as
the mirror is tilted. Figure 2 illustrates the simple
mechanical mechanisms used to accomplish these motions.
Here a tilting mirror is placed along the optical axis of the

Figure 1

PLANET
DEFERENT

is projected a small circle with a planet attached. This
represents the epicycle. It is important that the epicycle be
attached to the planet on the epicycle. The epicycle is made
to rotate around its center. Since the epicycle is a smooth
circle and attached to the planet, no apparent motion of
the circle will be noticed. The planet, however, will appear
to be moving around the circle. If gaps in the circle on
either side of the planet were allowed, these gaps would
provide a reference from which to judge the motion of the
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3~"

on the preselected target, but soon it becomes a
simple task. Further realism can be accomplished
an aurora type projector to stir up the dust beneath the
landing craft as it hovers over the target.
We see, then, that four motions, either linear or circular
can be used to produce a random motion in the
planetarium theater. The editor would like to receive
comments or manuscripts from other planetarium
personnel describing other techniques they have used to
produce motions in the planetarium.

x 4" projector. It is geared and motorized to move the
mirror both horizontally and vertically. The slide of the
landing spacecraft is mounted in the center of a ring that is
rotated around its center. The projector lens is a 90 mm 230 mm focal length zoom lens remotely controlled in both
directions by a synchronous motor and pulley arrangement.
Although more versatility and correction capabilities are
available if all motors are reversible, it is not necessary.
Only the zoom lens need be reversed. Some practice is
required of the operator to successfully land the spacecraft

t"OI')YI\,'OI

ASTRONOMY EDUCATION RE
conducted by George Reed, West Chester State College (PA)

Challenge of the Stars is narrated by Patrick Moore and
illustrated by David A. Hardy. The book is described by
Arthur C. Clark as "a heady mixture of education,
entertainment
and inspiration." It might be more
descriptive to say that it is a short futuristic book with
many large illustrations ... or a short futuristic illustration
book with many large captions. It is essentially a
mini-astronomy text that is profusely illustrated. As such, it
is guilty of the same inadequacies as other books of its
type. The book assumes a rather sophisticated vocabulary,
but if you are already familiar with the material, the book
is entirely understandable but unnecessary. If you are not
already familiar with the material, this book will probably
contribute little to your understanding. Too much is
attempted in too little space.
It presents a highly optimistic projection of man's future
in space exploration. The main justification for th is
optimism is found in the statement that "only a few
decades ago the idea of travel to the moon was ridiculed."
Relatively little is said about the problems to be confronted
when man is faced with extended space flight. The authors
assume that if man can get his big toe wet, he can swim an
ocean.
The book is unique in its treatment of the environmental
conditions on the natural satellites of the planets and the
views of the planets from these satellites. A projection is
also made of the views of the sky as seen from imaginary
planets belonging to mUltiple star systems.
One statement in the book is rather disturbing. A brief
mention is made about the Russian astronomer Shlovskii's
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speculation that Phobos might be a hollow space station
that was launched by Martians. The idea is dismissed rather
contemptuously with, "not surprisingly, this theory met
with little support, and before long it became clear that the
original calculations were wrong." On the same page, a
reference is made of Percival Lowell's equally fantastic
interpretation of the Martian "canals" as a result of the
Martian outlawing of war and then uniting in order to make
the best of their arid world. This speculation, however,
presented as a model for emulation. A book that is based
upon space flight speculation (much of which will prove to
be inaccurate) should exhibit a more tolerant and
consistent attitude toward the speculation of others.
The astronomy presented is accurate with the exception
of the statement that "with a binary system in which there
is no eclipse, we can find out only the combined masses of
the two components." Non-eclipsing binaries of large
proper motion can be used to determine individual stellar
masses. Also, there is still some dispute as to whether the
ice ages were caused by very minor variations in the
temperature of the sun as the author states in an
authoritative manner.
If you enjoy science fiction brain-storming you will
probably enjoy Challenge of the Stars. If not, it will be a
good book to read and reflect back upon in the
twenty-second century.

(Challenge of the Stars, by Patrick Moore, is published
by Rand McNally Co., New York, 1972, at $6.95.)
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THE SKY AS SEEN FROM OTHER
by Dr. F. Meier (Translated from German by
S. Wieser, Calgary Centennial Planetarium)

on a great circle in the sky, which is 1.8 0 inclined to
actual ecliptic on Mars.
The position of the equator through the use of the
motion against the great circle along which the Sun moves,
is in error by only 1.7 0 . That means that within the limits
of accuracy the projector for the equatorial line may be
used. Even the projector for the ecliptic is
providing the divisions of days and months are ignored. The
position of the vernal equinox is correct and the seasons are
correctly shown for all locations on Mars.
The polar motion may be used as usual to demonstrate
the motion of the observer on the planet.
Precession on Mars may be demonstrated in the same
manner just as on earth, except any earthly
scales projected are incorrect, of course.
Small temporal shifts will occur in the annual motion of
the Sun, due to a different eccentricity and a different
position of perihelion of Mars. However these shifts
small enough to be ignored.
The moons, Phobos and Deimos are small, about 5'
l' as seen from the Martian surface. Their motions may be
simulated with a satellite projector. Except for
motions, planetariums equipped with precession may be
used as "Mars planetariums" which have negligible errors.

Translator's note:
The above article was translated and published with
permission of V.E.B. Zeiss, jena, and originates from their
internal "Mitteilung". Small changes were made in the text
by the translator to generalize the contents.

*******

A planetarium may be used to show a wealth of
phenomena in the sky as they appear from other planets.
From Mars the sky can be shown as seen from any location
on its surface. Correspondingly a journey from one locale
to another there may be demonstrated by use of latitude
motion. Daily motion from various locations and the effect
of precession on Mars, the annual path of the Sun and
similar motions can also be used. Even the motions of the
moons of Mars may be shown, especially the odd behavior
of Phobos, rising in the west and setting in the east. The
effect of these demonstrations become almost real with the
use of a panorama of Mars.
Similarily, phenomena on other planets can be shown
although our lack of astronomical data has to be recognized
especially with Mercury and Venus.
In particular the following directions can be given.

Saturn: Similar considerations are valid for Saturn. The
three planets Earth, Mars and Saturn exh ibit the same
properties as their axes of rotation are inclined towards the
ecliptic by almost the same amount. Thus the sky may be
demonstrated as seen from Saturn as was discussed for
Mars.
For Saturn the year 2820 must be reached through the
precessional motion. The center of the daily motion then
lies somewhat further from the pole of Saturn as is the case
for Mars, ie. 4.6 0 . For a planetarium demonstration of the
sky above Saturn this is still quite acceptable. The apparent
motion of the Sun follows a great circle which is inclined
towards the actual circle on Saturn by only 2.5 0 . Thus, the
diurnal, latitude, and precessional motions may be

Mars: The demonstration of the sky on Mars starts on the
premise that the ecliptic and the equator are in the same
position to a good approximation, as they will appear in the
year 8970 on our planet. The conditions of the year 8970
can be simulated. If 8970 is reached with precessional
motion, the axis of the daily motion is 2.9 0 from the pole
of Mars. Thus, the daily motion may be demonstrated in
the conventional manner. The annual motion leads the Sun
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demonstrated. The sky of Saturn should be made especially
attractive by projection of the Rings of course.

entire planet except for a small band circling the equator.
These effects may be demonstrated in the planetarium, as
the diurnal and annual motion may be shown as seen from
the equator and from the pole of that planet.
To show the sky above the equator, the year 10550
should be reached with precessional motion. At this date
the pole of Uranus lies on the equator of the projector. The
diurnal motion is then used to get the pole of Uranus onto
the east or west horizon. Incidentally, the pole of Uranus
has the coordinates R.A. 4h 21 min; Dec!. + 24.8 0 in the
constellation Taurus between the Pleiades and Beta Tauri.
The day on Uranus is demonstrated using the polar motion
only. The actual apparent path of the Sun is 0.8 0 from the
one shown by the projector.
To show the sky above the pole of Uranus, the point
with co-ordinates R.A. 4h 21 min and Decl. + 24.8 0 must
be placed onto the meridian using diurnal motion and then
onto the zenith using latitude motion. Vertical rotation will
display the day correctly. Again the apparent path of the
Sun is in error by 0.8 0 only.

Jupiter: The sky of Jupiter may also be pictured in the
planetarium. Another favorable coincidence may be utilized
here. The diurnal motion on the Moon can be demonstrated
using the rotation of the projector around the axis of
precession, as the pole of the Moon is in the vicinity of the
pole of the ecliptic. Conditions on Jupiter are sim ilar. The
pole of Jupiter is only 20 from the pole of the ecliptic.
Thus, the diurnal motion on Jupiter is reproduced by
rotating the projector around the precessional axis.
Generally the Sun cannot be shown during this motion as
the Sun gears are coupled to precessional motion as a ru Ie.
The annual path of the Sun can be demonstrated, however,
and especially the lack of seasons is worthy of note. The
apparent path of the Sun is in error by only 1.3 0 . As the
equator and the ecliptic coincide very nearly, the obvious
effects of precession are not as visible as they are on Earth,
Mars, or Saturn. This also can be shown. The latitude
motion may be used after some preparation. The diurnal
motion must first be used to place the pole of the ecliptic
on the meridian. After this is done the latitude changes are
demonstrated correctly on a journey from north to south
on Jupiter.

Venus: The knowledge about the position of the axis of
rotation is unsure. The Astronomical Journal 70, 1965,
134, gives the position of t~e pole as R.A. 76 0 ± 44 0 and
Decl. as -67 0 ± 4 0 . Within these limits the point R.A. +
33.5 0 and Decl. -63 0 could be selected, and with
precessional motion the centre of the daily motion may be
taken to this location. This corresponds to the year 22600
on the precession dial. Now similar considerations are in
effect as for Mars and Saturn.

Uranus: The demonstration of the sky above Uranus poses
new and interesting problems. The axis of rotation is
strongly inclined towards the ecliptic; it lies almost within
the ecliptic plane. Naturally on Uranus, strong annual
differences are caused by the positions of the Sun, which
are only modified by the large distance from that star.
Furthermore these seasonal changes are highly dependent
upon the location of the observer on Uranus. On the pole
the Sun is in the sky for half the year, even reaching the
zenith. On the equator of Uranus, the Sun rises just barely
above the horizon during the day in the course of a year.
Midnight sun and perpetual night are common over the

References:
Astronomical Journal 70, 1965, 134
Explanatory Supplement of the American Ephemeris and Nautical
Almanac, 1960
Mon. Not. 56, 1896,523
learns 3, 1964,243
Handbuch des Sternfreunde, 1961
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Want a new challenge???
Try this new book of 40 original logic
puzzles by Frank Jettner. Some are easy most are hard! Has everything from simple
elimination types to symbolic logic. Order
today for only $1.50 per copy from:

For information write to:

BLACKGROUND PRODUCTIONS
PO Box 707
East Lansing, MI 48823
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LOGIC FUN
777 Park Ave.
Albany, N.Y. 12208
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Discovery of Deuterium in Space

Radio Astronomy otes

Deuterium atoms (similar to hydrogen but with an
additional neutron in their nuclei) are expected to radiate
radio signals in a way similar to the neutral hydrogen atom.
Whereas the hydrogen radio signal occurs at a wavelength of
21 cm, the deuterium signal is expected at a wavelength of
91 cm. After initial efforts to find this line radiation in the
early sixties with no success, radio astronomers gave up
serious attempts to pursue the problem.
However, during the last few months a series of
observations have shown that deuterium does exist in
interstellar space, in quantities somewhat larger than had
been expected. This is important because the ratio of
deuterium to hydrogen has a direct bearing on theories of
cosmology and stellar evolution.
The first observations were made by a group of Bell
Telephone Laboratory scientists (K. Jefferts, A. Penzias and
R. Wilson) using the 36' radio telescope of the National
Radio Astronomy Observatory. They observed the line
radiation from deuterated hydrocyanic acid
previously HCN had been observed as a common molecule
in space - in this case a deuterium atom replaces the
hydrogen). The deuterium/hydrogen ratio on Earth is
1 :6000 whereas in the Orion Nebula, in whose direction
DCN was found, indicates a ratio of 1 :500. This ratio is
very high. It has been thought that deuterium was originally
produced in the big bang origin of the Universe and most of
it would have been used up in stars since then.
additional deuterium produced in stars would have been
used to produce heavier elements. Astronomers are now
pondering how to explain this high fraction of deuterium.
A second claim to have discovered deuterium has
been made by a group of Cal tech radio astronomers who
observed the basic 91-cm wavelength transition directly.
However, it is not certain that their claimed detection is
significant in view of the very low intensity of the observed
signal. Others feel the signal is not sufficiently above the
"noise" on the data to make it believable. The Caltech

Conducted by G. L. Verschuur
National Radio Astronomy Observatory

A "Photograph" of Interstellar Neutral Hydrogen
In the last issue of The Planetarian, we showed examples
of the way in which radiographs have been produced of
radio sources being studied with the new high-resolution
radio telescopes. Now Dr. Carl Heiles of U.c. Berkeley and
Dr. E. B. Jenkins of Princeton have combined their talents
to produce a "photograph" of the distribution of neutral
hydrogen gas over the Milky Way. Their photograph is
shown here and requires a little explanation.
Basically the radio astronomer measures the intensity of
the 21 em radio signals em itted by the clouds of hydrogen
gas throughout the Milky Way. He expresses this intensity
as a brightness temperature. This has literally been
translated into a brightness by a computer, which controls a
photographic recording device similar to those used to
transmit news pictures over land lines. The darkening on
the photograph is proportional to the brightness of the
received hydrogen signal from any given direction in space.
The photograph is on a co-ordinate system of galactic
longitude versus latitude, the Milky Way band itself being
left blank for several reasons, but mainly because, with the
contrast used here, it would be pure black owing to the
enormous amount of hydrogen gas that lies in the Milky
Way itself. The photograph covers more than 360 0 of
longitude to show the continuity better, and the gap in the
map is due to the horizon at the radio telescope used,
which prevented them from observing the Southern skies.
The filaments and tongues of gas form a dramatic picture.
The dark tongue around longitude 180 0 south of the Milky
Way is due to the large excess of hydrogen associated with
the Orion region of the sky.

180"
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group plans to repeat their experiment.
A third - and this time very positive - detection of
deuterium comes from the first results of the OAO-2
satellite named Copernicus. It has produced much more
data on the existence of molecular hydrogen (H2) in space
which was first discovered in rocket-borne ultraviolet
experiments, but now its investigators also have found UV
spectral lines due to HD. They also estimate the abundance
of deuterium to be much higher than predicted.

an H R diagram, with the cloud starting off in the far, lower
right corner (actually far off the HR diagram as it is usually
plotted). It evolves slowly up toward the left, and then
encounters this "instability region" through which its
evolution is rapid. The position and shape of this instability
region is determined by the initial mass of the cloud. The
proto-star cannot remain within this region, and so evolves
quickly, still upward and to the left (i.e., hotter and
brighter). Then it settles down again, and begins a slow
track downward and a bit to the left as the final stages of
contraction to a self-sufficient star begin, the exact path
again depending on the mass (which is by far the single
most important parameter for determining what will
happen).
It is interesting to note that W3 is about in the stage
where it might start leaving a part of the cloud behind as it
contracts, possibly making planets in a few million to
billions of years.
This discussion of early stellar evolution also reminds us
that we know I ittle about the details of late stellar
evolution, although a rough idea of the sequence of events
is known. On this subject, for those with a bit of a technical
bent, I recommend the article in the January-February
1973 issue of American Scientist, wh ich also contains an
interesting and amusing article of the work of George
Gamow in the field of cosmology.

Of Stars and Domes
by Mark R. Chartrand III, A mer. Mus.-Hayden Planetarium

The recent announcement that observations have been
obtained of a "star forming" reminds us of the great lack of
knowledge we have of the very early stages of stellar
evolution. The object I RS-5 (I nfra-red source) in question is
associated with the radio source W3. The "W" stands for
Westerhout. Dr. Gart Westerhout is a well-known radio
astronomer at the University of Maryland. W3 has been
known for many years as an OH source, one of many so far
catalogued. Now observations indicate in it is a cloud of gas
about 13 billion kilometers across (which, coincidentally
enough, is about the major axis of Pluto's orbit about the
Sun). Its luminosity is estimated at 30,000 times that of the
Sun, but a temperature of only about 170 o K.
Only one previous observation has been made (that we
are certain of) of a star, or proto-star if you wish, in this
very early stage of evolution. The star is FU Orion is,
located in the Orion Nebula. In 1936 to 1937, the star
brightened by six magnitudes (a factor of 250) with a rapid
increase in the last sixty days of the rise. The star is now
about magnitude 11. And, it is well known that the Orion
Nebula is a strong source of OH emission.
The problem with observing a star going through th is
portion of its life is that it happens very "rapidly." In the
very early stages of evolution, after the cloud of gas and
dust has become a gravitational entity separate from the
larger cloud from which it condensed, and after it has
contracted somewhat but is still quite cool, it reaches a
point at which evolution is no longer "slow," or in the
parlance of the astronomer, quasi-static.
The entire course of a star's history may be plotted on
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24" x 36" photo-quality prints of plates from
world's great observatories. Heavy matte paper. All
postpaid.

COLOR

PRINT
C-3
Dumbbell Nebula
in Vulpecula.
M-27, 40".
Official U.S. Naval
Observatory
Photograph.

Black-and-white Astra-Murals ......•.... $ 1.50 each
Color Astra-Murals ..•...•.........•.. $ 18.00 each
Set of 13 black-and-white Astra-Murals •...•.. $ 80.00
Set of 17 Astra-Murals (13 b& w, 4 color) ....•. $140.00

astro-murals
703-280-5216
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Washington, D. C.

box 7563-P
20044

ISPE SPECIAL REPORT #2

A Bibliography For Planetarium Education
1960-May, 1972
by Prof. George Reed, West Chester State College, Pa.
If you are not a member of ISPE, you may obtain this comprehensive
annotated bibliography by sending your order and $1.50 (U.S.) to the ISPE
Executive Editor, Frank C. Jettner (see masthead). Members receive one
copy free. Order now; supply is limited.

Contact!

"In looking at a moon globe model I was comparing the
physical features of the 'front side' to the 'back side.'
"The 'back side' shows a greater number of craters. Why
is this so?"

by Tom Gates
"Being new to the planetarium education business, and
directing a planetarium in a school system where students
make only one visit to the planetarium each year, I have
now reached the point where I am looking for a valid way
of evaluating my performance. What is the most accurate
and efficient way of doing th is? Pre-test, post-test seems to
be quite a task and teacher evaluation, if on the spot,
reflects the teacher's opinion and nothing actually related
to what the students have learned. Mailed in evaluations,
while more reflective, are hard to correlate with specific
shows if anonymity is preserved. Elimination of anonymity
tends to suppress frankness.
"Your ideas will be appreciated."
Robert C. Tate, Director
Harper Planetarium
Atlanta, Ga.

George M. Mastrovich
Western Beaver High School
Industry, Pa.
The moon's back side shows more craters from a lack of
mare regions. Presumably the near side would show as
many if there were fewer mare regions. In fact the highland
regions do show such. The project people with the Lunar
Orbiter program at Boeing in Seattle surmised the mare
forming from extremely large astroidal collisions. Why this
is so restricted to one side of the moon and not the other is
difficult to imagine. About the only suggestion is that an
onslaught of the larger asteroidal material came from one
direction in space at the same time. This however seems a
bit too circumstantial. So the question is not completely
resolved.

Evaluation techniques that work for one situation are
not necessarily the best for another. I believe a combination
of all these techniques is best. If teachers will cooperate, a
post-test they proctor and send in to you is quite good.
Also teacher evaluation has not shown for us to suppress
frankness. We have had great success with teacher
evaluations. Also having teacher teams evaluate the
programs prior to launching into the school year has proven
effective. Your science curriculum coordinator can help set
these up. All together, input from students, teachers and
your own evaluations can give a fair picture of how you are
doing.

*******
CONTACT! is our Question-Answer column. There are no
holds barred on questions or requests for help, providing
they are related to the legitimate purposes of this journal,
and the Editor will send a researched reply to every letter
sent him even though space may prohibit its being used in
the column. So CONTACT: Mr. Thomas Gates, Space
Science Center, 72345 EI Monte Rd., Los Altos Hills, Calif.
94022.
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There's no problem
picking the right
~e\NleX

planetarium.

That's because there's a Viewlex planetarium that's just
right for every curriculum
need, any budget . . . from
elementary through college
levels. Portables, mobile units,
full-capability models, even the
fully automatic model Apollo
. . . much more of a choice
than anyone can offer. To
avoid the costly problem of

ending up with the wrong planetarium, write or call.
And get the right planetarium. With no problems.

~eVVleXINC.
Holbrook, N. Y. 11741
(516) 589-6600.

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW SOFTWARE PACKAGE
FOR USERS OF MANUAL PLANETARIUM INSTRUMENTS.

Space Systems
C hlldd s FOTd
Pllnnsylyan ' a 19317
Telephone ; 215 ·459 · 5200

the design of nearly forty Series 160 systems
al ready sched ul ed for delivery in 1973 and 1974 .
Wri te for information concerning these current
SPITZ SYSTEM S.

